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Abstrakt 
Fúze obrazu je dnes jednou z nejběžnějších avšak stále velmi diskutovanou oblastí 
v lékařském zobrazování a hraje důležitou roli ve všech oblastech lékařské péče jako je 
diagnóza, léčba a chirurgie. 
V této dizertační práci jsou představeny tři projekty, které jsou velmi úzce spojeny 
s oblastí fúze medicínských dat. První projekt pojednává o 3D CT subtrakční 
angiografii dolních končetin. V práci je využito kombinace kontrastních a 
nekontrastních dat pro získání kompletního cévního stromu. Druhý projekt se zabývá 
fúzí DTI a T1 váhovaných MRI dat mozku. Cílem tohoto projektu je zkombinovat 
stukturální a funkční informace, které umožňují zlepšit znalosti konektivity v mozkové 
tkáni. Třetí projekt se zabývá metastázemi v CT časových datech páteře. Tento projekt 
je zaměřen na studium vývoje metastáz uvnitř obratlů ve fúzované časové řadě snímků. 
Tato dizertační práce představuje novou metodologii pro klasifikaci těchto metastáz. 
Všechny projekty zmíněné v této dizertační práci byly řešeny v rámci pracovní 
skupiny zabývající se analýzou lékařských dat, kterou vedl pan Prof. Jiří Jan. Tato 
dizertační práce obsahuje registrační část prvního a klasifikační část třetího projektu. 
Druhý projekt je představen kompletně. Další část prvního a třetího projektu, obsahující 
specifické předzpracování dat, jsou obsaženy v disertační práci mého kolegy Ing. 
Romana Petera. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Klíčová slova: Fúze obrazu, lícování obrazu, texturní analýza, zpracování obrazu, CT, 
MRI, transformace obrazu, optimalizace, Markovovské řetězce, subtrakční angiografie, 
mozek, páteř, metastáze. 
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Abstract 
Image fusion is one of today´s most common and still challenging tasks in 
medical imaging and it plays crucial role in all areas of medical care such as diagnosis, 
treatment and surgery. 
Three projects crucially dependent on image fusion are introduced in this thesis. 
The first project deals with the 3D CT subtraction angiography of lower limbs. It 
combines pre-contrast and contrast enhanced data to extract the blood vessel tree. The 
second project fuses the DTI and T1-weighted MRI brain data. The aim of this project 
is to combine the brain structural and functional information that purvey improved 
knowledge about intrinsic brain connectivity. The third project deals with the time 
series of CT spine data where the metastases occur. In this project the progression of 
metastases within the vertebrae is studied based on fusion of the successive elements of 
the image series. This thesis introduces new methodology of classifying metastatic 
tissue. 
All the projects mentioned in this thesis have been solved by the medical image 
analysis group led by Prof. Jiří Jan. This dissertation concerns primarily the registration 
part of the first project and the classification part of the third project. The second project 
is described completely. The other parts of the first and third project, including the 
specific preprocessing of the data, are introduced in detail in the dissertation thesis of 
my colleague Roman Peter, M.Sc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: Image fusion, image registration, texture analysis, image processing, CT, 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In the last two decades, image fusion achieved big development and nowadays it 
plays essential role in many areas of image processing such as computer vision, satellite 
image analysis and particularly in medical imaging. Image fusion is a technique 
extracting new information based on simultaneous image processing from more than 
only single data. Image registration aiming at spatial alignment of two or more image 
data sets is considered the basic part of image fusion. 
In this dissertation thesis, three projects particularly concerning image registration 
are introduced. All the projects combine image registration techniques with other 
approaches of image fusion to improve diagnostic outcome in the specific medical 
problems. It is recommended to read this dissertation in parallel with the partly 
connected work of Roman Peter [115], who primarily introduces the specific 
preprocessing parts of the first and third project. 
In frame of the first project, two improved registration cores for digital CT 
subtraction angiography of lower limbs are presented. Although the data are acquired in 
a short acquisition time, the movement between and during the scans can cause 
geometric distortions, and thus image registration is needed. This project deals with the 
precise piece-wise flexible registration of pre-contrast and post-contrast phases ensuring 
reliable extraction of blood vessel tree. The project was solved in cooperation with 
Philips Medical systems (Netherland) and the DAR (Data, Algorithms and Decision 
making) center. 
The second project deals with the image fusion suitable for quantitative evaluation 
of brain images in “cognitive aging”. The involved process of image registration 
enables the evaluation of changes occurring inside the images in time course of data 
series acquisition. The aim of this project is to find flexible spatial transformations 
ensuring point-by-point matching of anatomically related structures between the 
images. From the clinical point of view, combination of the MRI anatomic data and DTI 
data yields complementary information about brain connectivity. This project was 
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solved within the neuroimaging research group at the University of Bergen in Norway 
during the author’s stay there. 
The main problem of the third project concerns tracing of the metastatic changes 
within the spine. It involves inter-frame registration of CT data sets in the time series 
and the following segmentation of the tumorous areas. This part of the dissertation 
concentrates primarily on the texture analysis and classification of the metastatic 
objects. This project has been solved in cooperation with the Philips Medical Healthcare 
Nederland and the clinical Romagnolo Cancer Institute in Meldola, Italy. 
This dissertation thesis is organized as follow: In chapter 2 the state of the art of 
the areas connected with the dissertation is presented, namely concerning the image 
registration and texture analysis as reflected in recent literature. In this chapter, various 
aspects and methods of image registration and texture analysis are discussed. The image 
registration part also contains related areas, e.g. similarity criteria, 3D interpolations and 
optimization approaches. Chapters 3-5 forming the original core of the thesis introduce 
the approaches and methods applied in the CT subtraction angiography project, the 
Aging project and the Spine project, respectively. In each project, the introduction 
defining the problem, the designed methods, the experimental results, their evaluation 
and conclusions are included. Chapter 6 generally concludes this dissertation thesis. 
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2 STATE OF THE ART 
Image fusion is a special area of image processing that combines relevant 
information from several different images into a single image. The result image then 
becomes quantitatively more informative. The process of image fusion can be described 
as a synthesis of new information combining and mutually complementing the 
information from more than a single data. The most essential part of image fusion is 
image registration which assures the mutually corrected position of objects inside the 
different images. The possibility to compare the regions of interest by image fusion 
techniques would be incomplete without the process of further analysis such as object 
detection and classification. 
State of the art of mentioned techniques (image registration and texture analysis) 
are introduced in this chapter. Simultaneously, the methods used for solving the medical 
image processing problems are described. Firstly, the current state of the research in the 
area of image registration is discussed. Secondly, the image analysis part which is 
closely related to image fusion is described. The states of the arts of particular projects 
are mentioned in the introduction parts of individual projects. 
2.1 IMAGE REGISTRATION 
Image registration is the essential part of image fusion utilized in a large range of 
medical image applications. In the last few years, fast development of different 
modalities such as Computer Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), 
Positron Emission Tomography (PET), ultrasonic imaging etc. brought different in-vivo 
views. The process of image registration allows accurate and reliable comparison of 
structural and functional information, and moreover, the fusion may provide additional 
information not available in individual modalities or parts of image series. 
The aim of image registration is to find appropriate spatial transformation 
describing the movement or more generally geometric distortion between images. 
Advanced Algorithms for 3D Medical Data Fusion in Specific Medical Problems 
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Spatial registration methods can be divided into several groups by different points of 
view. Zitova et al. [1] and Brown [3] divided the image registration methods into four 
groups according to the manner of acquisition: (i) different viewpoints, (ii) different 
times, (iii) different sensors and (iv) scene to model registration. Another approach, as 
e.g. in Jan [2] classifies the image registration groups according to the type of the spatial 
transformation. Very similar division based on the model of geometrical distortion was 
introduced by Modersitzki [4]. This type of model scheme including parametrical and 
non-parametrical registration is utilized in this thesis. Many other publications dealing 
with image registration can be found in recent literature, as e.g. [5], [6]. 
As it is mentioned above, there exist a broad number of modalities. According to 
the type of data to be registered, the registration can be considered intramodal or 
multimodal. The difference between the images is connected with various features 
differently represented within the image, as caused by the unequal acquisition 
parameters defined by the used imaging systems. This fact is reflected in the process of 
image registration by different similarity functions such as sum of squared differences 
(SSD) [3] or cosine criterion [2], [11] for intramodal images and particularly mutual 
information (MI) [1], [2] for multimodal images [7], [8], [9]. Another similarity 
measure suitable for non-rigid methods is the inverse consistency error (ICE), in line 
with Christensen et al. (NIREP project) [10]. 
Mathematically, image registration is a task of finding a spatial transformation 
Φ(x) mapping the moving image M(x) to the fixed image F(x). Both the moving and 
fixed images are defined on their spatial domain:         
   , and 
         
   , respectively. Image registration can be simply described as a 
optimization problem that minimizes the similarity measure expressed by the distance 
measure   (Section 2.1.1.3) with the aim to spatially align M(Φ(x)) to F(x). This idea 
can be describe as follows: 
                     (1) 
where   denotes the registration model function. 
In the following sections brief description of the commonly used image 
registration methods and methods closely related to image registration are shown. 
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2.1.1 Preliminary theory 
This section describes basic supportive information about the concept of images 
and image processing such as: image representation, spatial intensity interpolations, 
similarity criteria, geometrical transformations and optimization strategies. 
2.1.1.1 Image theory 
In this thesis, only the discrete representation of  images is considered. A discrete 
image is a limited version of the continuous one, where each discrete position   
        (in three dimensional case) has a gray value b contained in a domain: 
               (2) 
where the brackets denotes the close set of real numbers. Boundary conditions in the 
partial differential equations are not considered in the projects due to the zero 
background of the scene information. 
2.1.1.2 Spatial intensity interpolation 
Geometrical transformation represents a movement of each image point from the 
regular grid of the image to a new position. Since the point movement does not 
generally fit to the knot of the regular grid, the spatial intensity interpolation is needed 
to determine the exact values of the transformed image. 
Choice of the interpolation method has the essential influence on the information 
quality of the image. The commonly used interpolation techniques are the nearest 
neighbor, linear and B-spline interpolations. 
The generic interpolation function can be described as follows: 
         
   
            (3) 
where g(x) denotes interpolated value at concrete coordinate x, gk is an image function 
at the nodes of the grid and φ(x-k) denotes the core of the interpolation function. This 
expression describing a convolution can be also re-written as follows: 
              
  (4) 
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The nearest neighbor (NN) interpolation technique is the simplest and fastest 
approximation technique using the value of nearby translated pixel as the output pixel 
value inside the regular grid. Linear interpolation technique using the linear kernel in 
the convolution (4) returns image where the proper high frequencies are lost; however 
the problem with aliasing arising in NN method is here suppressed better. The B-spline 
intensity interpolation technique can be defined as a convolution with a box of filters. 
According to the type of filters the degree n of B-splines is determined. The main 
advantage is that this filter is continuous everywhere on the real line. This fact is very 
attractive in comparison with the negative values generated by this interpolation 
function [12]. 
2.1.1.3 Similarity criterions 
The reliability of the data alignment is highly dependent on the choice of the 
similarity criterion (distance measure)  . Global minimum of this function represents 
the best match or correspondence between both data sets. As the data used in the first 
and third projects are monomodal and the images of the second project are of the 
different modalities (multimodal), both the intensity based and statistically based 
similarity criteria are described. In order to simplify the following equations, the 
intensity value f represents the transformed version f(x). 
Sum of Squared Differences 
Sum of squared differences is a basic similarity function described as follows: 
                  
 
 
   
  (5) 
where M denotes the moving image, F the fixed image, mi identifies the i
th
 value from 
the moving (transformed) image, fi the corresponding point of the given image and N 
the total number of the corresponding pairs of image points. 
Normalized Cross-correlation coefficient 
The normalized cross-correlation coefficient measures statistical dependency 
between the data sets (images). This similarity criterion is based on correlation function, 
where additional normalization of intensities ensures the brightness independency. This 
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criterion is not sensitive to linear contrast changes, and even little sensitive for nonlinear 
monotonous contrast transformations [2]. The range of output values of this function is 
<-1,1>; where -1 means a positive data dependency. This criterion is mathematically 
formulated as follows: 
 
         
                
 
   
          
 
           
  
   
  (6) 
where    and    denote average intensity values from the moving and fixed image, 
respectively. The related but simpler form is the cosine criterion function (7) [2]. The 
main advantage of this function is that it is less time consuming, and according to Jan 
[2], it is locally more reliable. The range of the output values is from -1 (similar images) 
to 0 (different images). 
 
         
       
 
   
      
 
      
  
   
   (7) 
Mutual Information 
Mutual information [7], [8], [9] is the measure of similarity based on mutual 
intensity dependency. It is used mostly for multimodal image registrations but it has 
been shown that it is also very reliable for monomodal image registration tasks. 
Formally, the mutual information of two discrete random variables M and F can be 
defined as: 
                      
      
        
   
  
   
 (8) 
where p(m,f) denotes the joint probability distribution function, and p(m) and p(f) are 
the marginal probability distribution functions. Considering entropy the criterion can be 
rewritten to the formula: 
                        (9) 
where HM and HF are marginal entropies of individual images and HM,F is the joint 
entropy of the image couple. 
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Inverse consistency error (ICE) 
This criterion evaluates the absolute difference of the regular grid positions and 
the grid positions as a result of the forward and reverse transformation in double 
registration process (10) (Figure 1). The forward transformation (moving → reference) 
should be ideally equal to the inverse version of reverse transformation (reference → 
moving), which would ensure zero ICE value. The criterion is defined as: 
                        (10) 
The coefficients tf and tr are defined as: tf = x - uf and tr= x - ur. Variables uf and 
ur represent the forward and the reverse displacement field. 
 
Figure 1 Illustrative scheme of the computation of ICE value 
2.1.1.4 Geometrical transformations 
Geometrical transformation Φ is an instruction mapping the image point of the 
spatial coordinate            from an image M to the coordinate               of 
the transformed image M´. Although the transformed point can be defined in non-
integer coordinates and it does not have to belong to the defined image space (see 
2.1.1.2) the spatial intensity interpolation is essential. The geometrical transformation 
can be generalized for image values as follows: 
                      . (11) 
Basic division of these transformations can be to linear and nonlinear. The basic 
linear operations are: shift, rotation, scale change, skew and their combinations. All the 
other (more complex) transformations are considered as globally nonlinear. Special case 
of the nonlinear function is a geometrical transformation described by the displacement 
(disparity) field. This transformation is defined separately as individual shifts for all 
image points but dependently on each other. 
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The most frequently used geometrical transformations are rigid (shift and 
rotation), affine (shift, rotation, skew and scaling), B-spline (seeking for coefficients of 
a polynomial spline) and transformations utilizing the displacement field. For more 
details about geometrical transformations see [2]. 
2.1.1.5 Optimization methods 
The optimization problem (1) cannot be in general solved analytically, that is why 
a numerical schemes and appropriate discretizations are required. An optimization 
method represents here an algorithm looking for the geometrical transformation vector 
that defines the alignment of the data sets. The problem can be formulated as follows: 
we are looking for the value opt within the function :   → R
d
 fulfilling the equation. 
            
 
           (12) 
where opt denotes the geometric transformation with parameters that ensures the global 
minimum of the distance measure  . 
The optimization algorithms can be divided into two groups according to the 
process of the next state estimation: deterministic and stochastic methods. In the next 
section several optimization methods utilized in the projects below are described. 
Control Random Search (CRS) 
Control Random Search is the stochastic algorithm based on the evolution theory 
using heuristic functions for generating new points to the gradually shrinking population 
P. The frequency of usage of the heuristic functions can be weighted according to their 
success. Tvrdik et al. [15] tested the speed, stability and reliability of convergence of 50 
heuristics. 
This method has been proven robust because of the evolution strategy applied to 
the initial population which is randomly spread inside the area H. The probability of 
finding global minima instead of the local ones is thus increased. To find the global 
minimum many iteration steps are needed [13], [14], [16], which is one of the 
disadvantage of this method. 
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Pseudo-code of CRS algorithm can be written as follows: 
(i) generation of P (population with N points in H, random generation); 
(ii) finding xmax (point within P with the highest functional value); 
(iii) setting the number of repetition; 
(iv) generation of new point y  D with heuristics; 
(v) if f(y) < f(xmax) then 
xmax := y; 
finding of new xmax; 
(vi) end 
(vii) continue until stopping conditions. 
Modified Metropolis Dynamic 
Modified Metropolis Dynamic algorithm belongs to the pseudo-stochastic 
optimization methods. The generation of new state is chosen randomly whereas the new 
state acceptance is done deterministically. This algorithm allows parallel computing as 
mentioned in [19] and thus it is very interesting in fast response demanding processes. 
The parallel version of the algorithm is mentioned below. The diagram is 
upgraded with respect to the wrong statements introduced in the article [104]. The 
temperature adaptation is changed to the formula (13). 
(i) Randomly chosen initial configuration of labels L(0) = (L1
(0)
,... , LN2
(0)
), with 
iteration k = 0 and temperature T = T
(0)
. 
(ii) Global state L’ such that: 1 ≤ L´1 ≤ N1 and L´i ≠ L
k
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N2. 
(iii) Compute local energy ε(L’) for each state Si, the local energy ε(L’). 
(iv) Let Δε = εi(L´) - εi(L
k
). A new label state at site Si is accepted according to 
the following rule: 
   
    
  
                        
    
 
 
  
                                                  
, (13) 
where α ͼ (0,1) is a constant threshold: chosen at the beginning of the 
algorithm. 
(v) Increase the temperature Tk (14) by constant K and go to step ii. until the 
number of modified sites is less than a threshold. 
           (14) 
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Adaptive Stochastic Gradient Descent 
Adaptive stochastic gradient descent (ASGD) is an optimization method which 
estimates new transformation vector with adaptive step size. Klein et al. [20] proved 
mathematically and experimentally (on a series of experiments) that ASGD is more 
accurate and robust than Robbins-Monro algorithm which is considered in many 
applications to be the best choice for solving the minimization problem. The ASGD 
method uses this iteration scheme: 
                                  (15) 
 
              
   
  
  
  
(16) 
where   denotes the similarity measure between the fixed and deformed moving 
image, k represents the vector of transformation parameters,       represents step size 
function in the time tk, k the number of iteration and (k) is the approximation error. 
               
     
 , (17) 
where [x]
+
 means max(x,0) and f denotes a sigmoid function. The initial parameters t0 
and t1 have to be set up manually. The step function is chosen as: 
                , (18) 
with user-specific constants a>0 and A≥0. All the parameters influencing the adaptation 
of the step size are based on the gradient gk and gk-1. 
2.1.1.6 Multi-resolution approaches 
Since the similarity measure can be highly nonlinear, the process of image 
registration requires a lot of iterations to achieve a solution. One of the methods saving 
the computational work is a multi-resolution approach. This approach aims at reduction 
of data complexity and reduction of transformation complexity. The data complexity is 
suppressed by smoothing and possible down-sampling. The boost in the transformation 
complexity is based on gradually increasing the degree of freedom of the transformation 
parameters. The typical examples of multi-resolution approaches are Gaussian pyramid 
and shrinking pyramid [49]. 
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2.1.1.7  Acceleration of optimization process 
The similarity measure is usually computed for all voxels. However, to reduce the 
computation time, the similarity measure can be computed for a small subset of voxels 
randomly selected in every iteration. It is proven that the convergence properties are 
preserved [20]. 
2.1.1.8 Registration with a constraints 
An additional regularization term penalizing the deformation of rigid objects in a non-
rigid displacement field allows implementation of rigid and non-rigid behavior into one 
complex form. The computation is formulated as an optimization problem with an 
objective function   minimized by suitable displacement field u: 
                            (19) 
The rigidity penalty term        (12) is defined by Staring [57] as the sum of the 
following criteria: linearity LC (20), orthonormality OC (21) and properness PC (22) 
[51]. Mentioned criteria are in 2D case formulated as follows: 
          
       
      
    (20) 
           
      
   
      
      
   
            
 
   
 (21) 
                   (22) 
 
                             
 
                 
 
        
   2 , 
(23) 
for all k, i, j = 1, 2;            determines the rigidity of objects in the co-registered 
images. 
2.1.2 Parametric methods 
Parametric methods are based on the model which can be characterized by a few 
parameters. In this section, two groups of parametric methods are introduced. These 
methods can be applied locally or globally depending on the geometrical transformation 
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occurring between the images. In case of local findings, the continuity and monotonicity 
in those areas must be observed. 
2.1.2.1 Landmarks based registration 
These methods of registration are based on finding of corresponding points or 
objects (edges, crosses, etc.) within the images which serve for determining of spatial 
geometrical transformation. These points can be divided into two groups: soft – points 
derived from information inside the image and hard – points defined before the image 
acquisition by special signs. The soft registration points are searched by image analysis 
techniques. 
This registration can be described as searching for the geometric transformation 
which accurately aligns the image points (landmarks) j. This expression can be 
mathematically expressed by this equation: 
                                     (24) 
where F is reference (fixed) image, M is transformed moving image, j denotes 
corresponding points and N the number of features. The P(F,j) and P(M,j) denote j
th
 
feature in the fixed and moving image, respectively. The detection of landmarks is very 
time consuming and usually requires expert knowledge [4]. 
2.1.2.2 Optimal intensity registration 
Optimal intensity registration is the registration method considering global finding 
of transformation parameters based on optimization criterion. The model of the 
geometrical transformation is given by requests and necessities of the medical personnel 
and the characteristics of the scene. This registration is defined as searching for the 
global minima or maxima of a similarity function by the optimization method. The 
basic idea of this type of registration can be described as follows: 
                   (25) 
where      denotes special case of transformation Φ based on relevant parameters 
belonging to R
d
 and   represents similarity measure, M and F denote registered images. 
According to the matched part of the images we can divide the registration methods to 
global and local (piece-wise) [2]. 
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2.1.3 Non-parametric methods 
In this section brief description of basic non-parametric image registration 
methods is introduced. Non-parametric methods can be described as methods looking 
for the disparity ur = rB-rA ; u : R
d → Rd, at each image points. The point rB denotes the 
position of the exact point in fixed image, rA denotes position of the corresponding point 
in the registered (moving) image. The goal is to find the disparity map u that 
consecutively defines the transformation  which geometrically transforms the image 
F(x) to the position F((x)) which precisely match to the image M(x). 
The general equation describing the process of non-parametric registration can be 
written as [4]: 
                           (26) 
where   denotes model function projected according to the specific problem of image 
registration and S denotes the regularizer function. In the following sections, basic 
Template matching method estimating the displacement field, the Demon registration 
method based on optical flow and the methods solving the Navier-Lame equations are 
introduced. 
2.1.3.1 Template matching registration 
Template matching (TM) has wide use in the area of computer vision, motion 
detection and also medical imaging [23]. The main idea of this method is to find a shift 
vector which ensures the highest similarity between mask of a defined size extracted 
from one image and a template of the same size in a probable occurrence in the other 
image (neighborhood/extent) (see Figure 2). This searching is based on maximization of 
the similarity criterion (chapter 2.1.1.3) and is performed for each node-point of the 
determined grid and can be formulated by equation (3). 
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Figure 2 Principle of the TM algorithm 
                                        , (27) 
 
where i denotes disparity in the point i (red point Figure 2) within the regular grid of 
the right-handed image. Mask mi is defined in the moving image M (red square) and fj 
denotes j
th
 mask from the fixed (template) image within the neighborhood (blue square). 
With the purpose to have a fast pre-registration method, the convolution theorem 
of Fourier transform can be used. Template matching algorithm can be combined with 
every criteria function but in order to keep the computation time as low as possible the 
chosen criteria has to be convertible to the Fourier space. 
                          (28) 
For the case of normalized cross correlation the computation of similarity can be 
done as follows: 
             
                    (29) 
There are several possibilities how to tune template matching algorithm. The 
spatial position of nodes can be regular or features dependent (e.g. based on energy, 
edges and entropy). The size of mask and its extent can be also adapted according to the 
level of pyramidal approach [11]. 
2.1.3.2 Demons (Optical Flow) registration 
Thirion´s Demon registration algorithm [24] based on the Optical Flow method is one 
of the flexible methods, suited for registration of intra-modality images [27]. The basic 
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determination of the disparity map is based on the fact that image intensity does not 
change in the time. We can express this affirmation as follows: 
   
 
  
       (30) 
                     (31) 
With respect to the set up registration model the estimation of the displacement 
field based on Demon registration can be described as: 
          
 
 
 
                 
            
     (32) 
where u denotes the displacement field and k is additional regularization parameter [24], 
[26]. The directional driving force of this method can be deduced from the Gateaux 
derivative as [4]: 
 
                          
 
  
                 
           
       
 
     
(33) 
where f is the driving force determining the displacement in the iteration step, v is the 
time derivative of u known as the perturbation. This basic formula has been improved 
by He Wang et al. [25] who extended the equation with additional edge forces derived 
from the M image. 
  
         
              
           
      
 
              
           
       
(34) 
Since the established displacement field contains the disparity noise (due to the local 
character of searched function), smoothing is essential. This task is solved by a very 
strong (σ ≈ 10) Gaussian filter: 
                  
     (35) 
The process of demon registration is iterative, thus the algorithm can be terminated by 
stopping criterion such as: number of iterations, convergence of similarity, etc. The 
block diagram can be seen in Figure 3. 
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Algorithm: 
(i) process of N iterations; 
(ii) establishing the disparity values; 
(iii) convolution of disparity map with Gauss filter; 
(iv) increment of displacement field by newly estimated disparities; 
(v) geometrical transformation with tri-linear intensity interpolation; 
Output data
M(Φ(x))
Gradient M
For i = 1:Iter
Gradient F
Estimation of Φ(x)
Gauss filter
Geometric 
Transformation
Input data
(M,F,Iter)
 
Figure 3 Block diagram of Demon algorithm 
2.1.3.3 Registration with the regularizer function 
This group of registration methods can be described by a model which solves 
Euler-Lagrange equations. Since simple minimization of the distance measure D leads 
to a no unique and not even continuous solution, the additional implicit regularizing 
term or smoother S has to be determined. Some kinds of regularizing terms are 
described below where the choice depends on the particular application. The problem 
can be then written as follows: 
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                    (36) 
where D denotes suitable distance measure,  denotes positive regularizing parameter 
and S is the chosen smoother. The boundary condition within the minimization problem 
has to be considered. In case of embedded images into a uniform background, the 
boundary condition does not play very important role [4]. 
The smoother S can be rewritten by solving its Gateaux derivation to the partial 
differential operator A. The minimization function (35) can be therefore rewritten as: 
                                  (37) 
where Ω = ]0,1[d is the region under consideration and d denotes the spatial image 
dimension. The convenient way of solving this equation is the usage of fixed-point 
iteration scheme. Nevertheless, the result shown below can also be solved by time-
dependent partial differential equation. 
These long computation time demanding types of numerical solutions can be 
solved by the finite difference A[u] approximation. This approximation can be also 
computed by a convolution. 
            
         (38) 
Broit´s Elastic registration 
Elastic registration was firstly established by the Broit (1981). This method 
measures quantitatively both the deformation of the model and similarity between 
registered data. Based on these measurements the optimal mapping and the final 
disparity map are determined. The basic scheme of registration problem described by 
equation (40) can be defined for the case of elastic type as follows: 
             
 
 
                                    , 
(39) 
where P[u] denotes the linearized elastic potential or regularizer of the displacement u. 
The elastic potential can be written as: 
       
 
 
              
 
 
 
 
          
 
     
  
 
 (40) 
where coefficients µ and λ denote the so-called Lamé constants. 
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This equation describing elastic behavior is the alternative of the Navier-Lame 
equations. Modersitzki [4] described the physical motivation of elastic potential which 
is based on strain and stress tensors fulfilling Hook´s law. He also described how to 
derive a finite difference approximation of the equation (40) and its diagonalization by 
Fast Fourier transform (FFT). 
Fluid registration 
This type of regularizing term is partly defined by the same way as in elastic 
registration. The difference is based on the time dependent equations counting with the 
velocities instead of the displacements. The main problem is characterized by solving 
the system of partial differential equations known as the Navier-Lame equations: 
                             (41) 
where v denotes the velocity of the displacement field, u denotes the displacement field, 
 and  are known as the Lame constants. Giving a discrete time to this equation (40) 
and solving it by fixed-point iteration method it can be rewritten as follows [21], [22]: 
                                          (42) 
These equations can be solved quickly via DFT [4] or discrete sine transformation 
(DST) techniques [21]. The other way solving these equations is the usage of inverse 
filtering. The system of equations can be re-written as follows: 
 
              
              
(43) 
where matrixes G1-3 represent Fourier coefficient matrixes of the inverse filters, F1-2 are 
the force fields in Fourier space and V1-2 are the corresponding velocity fields in Fourier 
space. More details can be found in the Xu et al. [22]. 
2.2 TEXTURE ANALYSIS 
Texture analysis, the parametric image-based process widely used in the area of 
pattern recognition and computer vision, can be defined as searching for the local image 
regions containing uniform variation of intensities (or colors) [97]. Image texture, 
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defined as a function of the spatial variation in pixel intensities (gray values or RGB 
combinations), has been a subject of intense study by many researchers. 
Texture analysis is a very important issue in image processing, often representing 
key problem in many application areas. It can be, according to the process, divided to 
the texture segmentation and texture classification. According to the methodology there 
are usually these groups: (i) statistical methods, (ii) geometrical methods, (iii) model-
based methods, and (iv) signal processing methods. 
Numerous methods have been proposed in the open literature. Zhang [98] 
presented an overview of the existing invariant texture analysis methods. The aim of 
this work was to summarize invariant texture methods that are not affected by 
translation, rotation, affine and perspective transform. Kovalev [99] used co-occurrence 
matrixes [100] to describe magnetic resonance brain datasets. Stehling [101] used 
texture analysis technique to detect early biomarker for knee osteoarthritis. Suliga [102] 
proposed Markov random field (MRF) model-based method applied to the segmentation 
of masses in digital mammograms. 
Description of the intensity variations within the image and creation of the 
mathematical model is an initial step in the process of texture analysis. Problem of 
multidimensional texture properties (perceived qualities) plays essential role in the 
decision which method is suited for a specific problem. Laws [103] identified following 
important texture properties: uniformity, density, coarseness, roughness, regularity, 
linearity, directionality, frequency and phase. Although it is very difficult to determine 
sophisticated method considering all of varieties of properties, one of the possibilities is 
a combination of current methodologies. 
Method utilized in the third project is introduced in the following chapter. 
2.2.1 Bayesian classification using MRF 
Utilizing Markov random fields (MRF) by Bayesian classification can be 
described by the knowledge about restriction imposed on the simultaneous labeling of 
connected neighbor voxels. Labeling is the process integrating the voxels to predefined 
classes. The mentioned restriction reflects statistical dependencies between the labels 
and thus defining MRF [109]. The configuration of nearby voxels evaluating the energy 
of MRF is defined by the order of MRF clique. This definition of energy together with 
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the information based on an observation of the occurrence of labels can be combined by 
Bayessian model [104] and used for image classification. The minimum requirements of 
initial input parameters of the method represent a good reason for this type of modeling. 
The classification of the particular voxel is thus based on its intensity and also on the 
occurrence of the labels in its neighborhood [97]. This type of classification method can 
be understood as an optimization problem maximizing or minimizing those two 
energies combined to a merit function (usually multi-dimensional). 
In the following section the optimization based Bayesian classification method 
utilizing Markov Random Fields model [104] is briefly introduced. The a-priori 
information about mean intensities and sigma parameters of all classes and their 
distribution are based on Gauss function. As an optimization approach, the MMD 
algorithm is used. This algorithm uses the metropolis function method to randomly 
(uniformly) estimate new class state of each voxel. The process of label acceptance is 
based on the probability of label for individual voxel´s intensity and occurrence of 
labels in the neighborhood. 
The theory of MRF classification was introduced and described by Perez [106] 
and Yang [107]. Parallel computing facility integrated to the fully parallel cellular 
network architecture (VLSI chip) was introduced by Sziranyi [105]. Berthod [104] 
described integration of this method to the Connection Machine CM2 (parallel 
architecture containing 8K to 64K processors). 
2.2.1.1 Probability model 
Problem of this classification model can be according to Hammersley-Clifford 
theorem [108] written as searching for the best distribution of classes (maximum of 
probability) that fulfill MRF constrain. This constrain specified for individual voxel 
determines the degree of similarity of estimated label to its neighbors. 
As mentioned above, this model is based on Bayesian probability of determined 
labels therefore it can be described as follows: 
                          (44) 
where P(L) defines the clique potential associated by clique order and reflects 
Markov random fields energy (45) [104]. P(Y) does not depend on the labeling L and 
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thus plays only normalization role. The proper potential function defining the MRF 
energy (mutual relation of neighbor labels) can be described as follows. 
 
          
 
 
           
 
 
               
             
                
                
 , 
(45) 
where  denotes control homogeneity parameter of regions (determines minimum size 
of classified region) and Lsj denotes the neighbor pixels. Considering the defined 
intensity the second part of equation (44) is suggested to be the number based on the 
Gaussian probability of the label. The µ and σ denote mean and standard deviation of 
the class Li. Variable yi denotes intensity value of the recent i-th pixel. 
          
 
      
    
         
 
    
   
(46) 
The posterior probability which is to be optimized by adjusting the labeling L can be 
according to the above equations rewritten as an optimization function: 
         
   
 
 
 
                   (47) 
The modified version of Metropolis Dynamic algorithm is used for optimization 
of merit function which is described below. One important advantage of this method is 
the possibility of parallelizing which ensures less computation time. 
2.2.1.2 Merit function: 
The local merit function at voxel (site) Si of labeling Li (class) and constant Tp is 
determined from the equations (45) and (46) as follows: 
       
 
 
          
        
 
    
                
(48) 
The best distribution of classes is determined by optimizing the equation (48) for 
all image voxels. This process is computed in an iteration manner. 
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3 SUBTRACTION ANGIOGRAPHY – PROJECT 1 
In this project, two registration cores for CT subtraction angiography significantly 
improving the extraction of the whole blood vessel tree in lower legs are presented. 
These differing registration cores are based on: (1) improved combination of rigid and 
non-rigid registration algorithms (ICRA) and (2) B-Spline registration using the rigidity 
constraint (RCA). This thesis also introduces multi-parameter evaluation scheme 
comparing the reliability of these two registration methods with the standard Philips 
methodology considered the reference method. The results are evaluated on Extended 
Philips Brilliance Workspace (EBW) using the maximum intensity projection (MIP) 
and volume rendering. Both registration approaches were tested on the dataset 
containing 78 subjects.  
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3.1 Introduction 
Subtraction angiography (SA) is a diagnostic method aimed at precise extraction 
and visualization of blood vessel tree. SA method is commonly used for the diagnostics 
of the Peripheral Arterial Occlusive Disease (PAOD), which has prevalence in the 
elderly with more than 4% of incidence [29], [30]. 
Currently, the Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA) and Dual-phase Contrast 
Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Angiography [31] (CE-MRA) are the most utilized 
methods for visualization of peripheral arterial system. Owen et al. [34] compared these 
two methods and concluded it with comparable results. However, the advantages of CT 
system are the short examination time, better image resolution and good financial 
accessibility. Another way to visualize blood vessel tree by CT acquisition is dual-
energy CTA technique (DE-CTA). Carolin et al. [35] compared the conventional DSA 
method with dual-energy CTA technique. The statistical results proved the dual-energy 
technique being more accurate. The problem in DE-CTA arises in 80kV radiation 
sources scan which causes low SNR within the image and thus lower image quality. 
The general principle of CT subtraction angiography can be described as a process 
which consists of two acquisitions, one is agent free (mask) and the second acquisition 
(contrast) is acquired after administering an iodine contrast agent injection. Assuming 
that the examined area has not changed its spatial position between and even during the 
acquisitions, only simple difference of these two images is required. Although the 
acquisition process of the CTA is considered fast (~30 sec) and patient’s legs are fixed, 
the spatial positions of muscles, calcifications, fat and bones are changed. This 
movement is ascribed to the muscle tension, pulsation and partial volume artifact. In the 
subtraction process, the related differences between the tissue intensities can affect the 
quality of blood vessels extraction. 
Two main approaches are generally considered sufficient for the automated 
extraction of blood vessels in lower extremities: (i) advanced tracking approaches [36], 
[37], [38], [39] and (ii) bones masking methods [40], [41], [43]. 
Raman et al. [39] described a semi-automated vessel tracking method based on 
curved planar reformation. The usage of this method for vascular flow channel in lower 
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legs was presented by Chin [37] and Fleischmann [38], who set good reliability of the 
method for vessels with diameter above the 2mm. 
Considering the atlas based masking methods, the failure usually arises in the area 
where arteries are very close to bones. Due to the partial volume artifact, the separation 
of bones from their adjacent arteries is very difficult and the missing segments of 
arteries as well as residual bony structures can appear in the resulting subtracted image. 
These negative effects can be semi-automatically corrected, however it is very time 
consuming. 
Straka et al. [41] published a method for semi-automatic segmentation of bone 
structures in MDCTA images based on a probabilistic atlas and non-rigid elastic 
registration. The registration optimization scheme was based on the maximization of 
mutual information and a manually defined set of landmark points. Regarding the 
manual interaction and the reliability of the method, it is not suitable for use in daily 
routines. 
A comparative study containing different algorithms for bones removal from the 
CTA images of neck and head was introduced by Lell et al. [42]. This study presents the 
results from (i) single rigid registration, (ii) slab-based registration and (iii) partially 
rigid registration. Author proved the partially rigid registration to be the most sufficient. 
Although the results showed visible improvements in bone removal, some bone residua 
remained in the cervical region. Significant limitation of the proposed method was for 
calcified plagues, that were not removed successfully. This problem is recommended to 
be overcome by image registration utilizing elastic warping. 
Maksimov et al. [40] presented a method removing bones and calcifications from 
CE images based on the local rigid registration. High density objects were segmented 
by a constant threshold and classified into two groups by a volume criterion. Then these 
entire objects serving as a mask were applied to the CE-image with a local modification 
(dilatation and erosion) to suppress inaccuracies caused by partial volume artifact. 
Although this method provided robust results, it showed misregistrations in the area of 
bone-artery connections. Due to the accuracy limitations of used rigid registration, 
calcifications were not registered properly and often caused interruptions of arteries. 
Authors recommended rather non-rigid registration to solve these problems. 
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Lee et al. [43] proposed a multi-segmented volume subtraction of the rigidly 
registered native and CE images. Image registration was processed in three separated 
parts along the z-axis. Bony structures in the native scan were partially dilated to 
eliminate possible bony residues. Although the results quality was sufficient, authors 
recommended more sophisticated approach aligning separately each of the bones. 
Although the success of blood vessel tree extraction is primarily based on 
accuracy of bone removal, the problem of remained calcifications is also considered 
crucial. Most of currently used methods leave this high density objects inside the final 
image and thus limit the assessment of the blood flow visibility. Another problem of 
current methods is visibility of thin vessels where especially blood vessel tracking 
methods fail in the higher sub-branches levels. 
In this thesis, two image registration methods combining the rigid and non-rigid 
registrations are presented. Both registration cores take into account the advantages of 
the current image registration methods. The proposed cores apply additional knowledge 
about the anatomy of lower legs and the complexity of the possible mutual distortion 
between the native and the contrast enhanced images. These methods are aimed at 
maximally precise (even sub-pixel) alignment of all structures in lower legs and they 
finally accomplish the following: 
(i) visibility of thin vessels, 
(ii) visibility of vessel sections being in direct contact with bones, 
(iii) prevention of interruptions of continuous vessels in the difference images 
caused by calcified vessel sections, 
(iv) high degree of suppression efficiency of bones, cartilages, calcifications and 
non-contrasted soft tissues. 
Results provided by both registration cores are compared visually, numerically 
and statistically with the results from contemporary standard masking method integrated 
in the EBW (AVA package). Resulting data were evaluated by two groups of observers 
(two medical experts (1
st
 group) and two experienced technical observers (2
nd
 group)). 
The inter-observer variability analysis computed according to the Kundel [55] together 
with the Pearson´s correlation coefficient [56] proved the reliability of the evaluation 
process. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 
Generally the image registration of lower legs can be separated into two parts 
according to the deformation flexibility of the structures: bones and soft tissue. Bones 
represent a tough tissue, where only “rigid movement” can occur. However, due to the 
artifacts such as movement during the helical scan and partial volume artifact that 
violate the rigidity assumption, a flexible non-parametric registration is needed. The rest 
of the lower limbs tissue called soft tissue allows complicated flexible movement or 
deformation and thus can be registered only by a non-parametric method. 
For the purpose of the methods assessment, results from both methods were 
compared in the EBW station. 
3.2.1 Data 
The tested dataset consisted of 78 human subjects, mean age of 66.1 ± 10.7 years 
(range 44-89). The input data (3D DICOM
®
 files, 512×512; ~1200) of each subject 
were acquired by CT low dose in two image acquisitions – one native and one contrast-
enhanced (CE). 
Two Philips Brilliance scanners with 64-channel multi-slice detector field (for 46 
subjects) and 40-channel multi-slice detector field (for 32 subjects) were used for the 
data collection. All 78 subjects were scanned with the following protocol setup: slice 
thickness 0.9, space between slices 0.45 mm, helical pitch 0.82, rotation time 0.5s. The 
voltage setting was 120kV for both native and CE scans. 
Further details not important here are mentioned in Peter’s dissertation thesis 
[115] which is focused on data pre-processing. 
3.2.2 ICRA method 
The first registration core based on improved combination of rigid and non-rigid 
registration is introduced in this part. This combination is based on a prior knowledge of 
the anatomy and possible movements of the structures [47], [52] determining easy rigid 
geometrical transform for each bone and more complicated deformation for other 
tissues. 
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Registration of individual bones 
Rigid movement which occurs in case of separated bones can be found by the 
combination of some optimization method with a chosen similarity function. In ICRA, 
Control Random Search optimizing algorithm with alternating heuristics (CRS) (see 
2.1.1.5) combined with the cosine similarity measure is used (2.1.1.3). Figure 4 shows 
separated bones with added close neighborhood contributing to the reliability of the 
registration. 
Simulated Annealing optimization method was tested and then compared with 
CRS optimization in this part of the project. The CRS method provided more stable and 
reliable results and thus was chosen as a satisfying method. The number of iteration was 
adjusted to 400. 
 
Figure 4 Segmentation and separation of bones (perimeter increased by 1px) 
Without any artifacts, rigid registration is considered sufficient for precise 
registration of bones. However, considering the mentioned partial volume artifact and 
scans properties, slight additional flexible registration is necessary for highly accurate 
bones registration (Figure 5). Iteration-based Demon algorithm, based on the optical 
flow approach considered suitable for mono-modal image registration, was chosen for 
this fine-tuning registration task (Section 2.1.3.2). The number of iterations and the 
parameters of Gaussian filter were set up to assure reliable alignment. 
In the initial phase of seeking for the reliable registration method, the local TM 
and the registration based on piece-wise affine transform were tested with insufficient 
results. 
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Figure 5 Subtraction data after rigid (left) and affine (right) registration process (red label signalizing the 
unwanted parts of bones which are not removed) 
Registration of soft tissue 
The same Thirion’s Demons flexible registration technique (Section 2.1.3.2) was 
used in case of the soft tissue. The registration process utilizes more iteration steps due 
to higher degree of local deformation. The Demon fluid based registration is applied to 
the whole image sub-volume (including bones) [115] to preserve the continual 
displacement field in bolder of the bone areas. The Template matching method was 
either insufficient for this registration task. 
Subtraction and Merging 
In this section, the subtraction and merging processes are described. Both 
registrations; (i) rigid followed by minor non-rigid for bones, and (ii) non-rigid 
registration for soft tissues; providing different properties lead to accurate and reliable 
registration results and to creation of the final image. For precise bone registration the 
so called "bone-lockers" (areas containing bones) for all individual bones are 
determined (colored perimeter on Figure 6) [115]. The merging process of final image 
consists of precise combination of both registration results. 
- Confidential data - 
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Figure 6 Technique to obtain subtraction data (left: data from post-contrast phase, middle: data from 
registered pre-contrast phase, right: final subtractions) 
3.2.3 RCA method 
The main difference with respect to the previous method is that an additional 
regularization term penalizing the deformation of rigid objects in a generic non-rigid 
displacement field allows implementing the previous combination of separate rigid and 
non-rigid registrations (ICRA) into a single complex form [51] (2.1.1.8). The 
computation is then formulated as an optimization problem with an objective function J 
minimized by suitable displacement field u: 
                               (49) 
where        is the rigidity penalty term and α weights similarity against the 
reasonability of the penalization. This registration core was implemented also in the 
Elastix software [49]. 
Parameters of registration were chosen according to the experience and were 
supported by prior anatomy knowledge.  
- Confidential data - 
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Although the B-spline registration can be generally considered sufficient for 
registration in the CT subtraction angiography, the precise experimentally based 
adjustment of registration parameters plays essential or even crucial role in the quality 
of the reached results. Figure 7 displays the vessel diameter differences (white arrow) in 
the final subtracted images after B-spline registration (FinalGridSpacing set up to 
5×5×5), RCA registration and the rigid registration. This example without any 
calcifications shows that flexible registration with high degree of deformation can 
remove substantial part of the vessel and therefore it is unreliable for this registration 
task. Rigid registration serves here as a comparative of the vessels diameter because the 
rigid movement does not deform the bones and also does not influence the adjacent 
vessels. 
 
Figure 7 Differences in the vessel thickness after different image registrations (left: B-spline with 5×5×5 
pixel grid, middle: RCA method, right: rigid registration) – RCA method providing better extraction than 
tested B-spline 
3.3 Experimental Results 
The proposed methods were tested by two experienced radiologists and two 
technical observers on 75 out of 78 subjects. The observers’ agreement was statistically 
evaluated by the inter-observer variability Cohen’s kappa coefficient (κ) [54], [55] for 
the bone removal and calcification removal criteria, and for the remaining evaluated 
criteria (see below) by Pearson´s correlation coefficient (r) [56]. 
Results obtained by both proposed registration cores were evaluated by four 
criteria concerning the reliability of: (i) removal of bones, (ii) removal of calcifications, 
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(iii) preservation of thin blood vessels, and (iv) preservation/continuity of main arteries. 
These results were compared with the results from EBW provided by AVA package 
considered the contemporary commercial reference. Each subtraction was visualized by 
the MIP and Volume rendering (VR) technique. The evaluation was performed in four 
separated anatomical regions of interest (ROI) – knee, fibula-tibia, ankle and metatarsal 
bones (Figure 8). Further details of the evaluation process and statistics are described in 
Peter [115]. 
 
Figure 8 Anatomical regions of interests (ROI) visualized by MIP (left) projection and Volume Rendering 
projection 
Bone Removal 
Bone removal plays essential role in CT subtraction angiography and it mostly 
determines the quality of blood vessels extraction. Due to the spatial resolution of the 
images and partial volume artifact it is very difficult to distinguish between the 
neighboring and adjacent places of bones and arteries. Accuracy of bone removal was 
evaluated visually and results were categorized into 5 groups according to the stage of 
bone removal: (i) all bones were completely removed, (ii) faint visualization of the bony 
outline without any interference with image interpretation, (iii) moderate bony residues 
without significant interference with image interpretation, (iv) moderate bony residues 
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that significantly interfered with image interpretation, and (v) large bony residues that 
completely masked overlying arteries. 
In the following examples the category: (i) (RCA and ICRA method), (ii) and (iii) 
(AVA) can be seen. 
 
Figure 9 Example of bone removal by all tested methods (left: RCA - complete removal, middle: ICRA – 
complete removal, right: AVA – incomplete removal (category ii)) 
 
Figure 10 Example of bone removal by all tested methods (left: RCA - complete removal, middle: ICRA 
– complete removal, right: AVA – incomplete removal (category iii)) 
Compared to the AVA package, both registration methods (ICRA and RCA) were 
proved more reliable for bone removal. The AVA package fails in 40.4%, ICRA 
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method in 12.1% and RCA method only in 1% of all subjects. The failure is defined as 
worse mark than (i) which means all bones were completely removed assigned to the 
separated region. The most critical areas for bone removal criterion were considered 
ankle and metatarsal bones. 151 regions of the knee and 153 regions of metatarsal bones 
were evaluated. Considering the ankle region, the RCA method fully removed bones 
from 99.3% regions of all subject, whereas the ICRA 98.0% and the AVA only 43.7%. 
In metatarsal bones region, the RCA method fully removed bones from 99.3% of all 
regions, the ICRA 84.9% and the AVA 54.2%. The inter-observer agreement κ was 
0.74 (with standard error = 0.012) for the two observer groups. 
Calcification Removal 
This criterion percentually evaluates the success of calcification removal which 
noticeably contributes to better blood vessel tree visualization and assessment. 
Currently, there exist two main approaches for the calcifications removal. The first one 
is based on intensity threshold combined with 3D volume filter. This filter removes 
small high density objects that are considered as a calcification. The second one is based 
on precise image registration followed by the process of subtraction. The AVA system 
utilizes the first mentioned method whilst the others use the second one. The parameters 
of the method used by AVA system are unknown. 
Precise registration of calcifications is very difficult due to their small size (often 
a few pixels) and their variability, thus this process has to be incorporated into the 
complex scheme of registration. The reliability and robustness of calcification removal 
were evaluated as a competition where the best removal was marked as hundred percent 
and the rest as a relative percentage error. 
Since the calcifications are considered as high intensity rigid objects, the ICRA 
and RCA method registered them like bones (rigidly) with the additional slight 
deformation.  
The areas containing the most calcifications were knee and fibula-tibia region 
(Figure 11). The RCA fully removed 100% of calcifications from the ankle and 
metatarsal bones regions and most of calcifications from the fibula - tibia (89.6%) and 
knee regions (97%). Considering all ROIs, the RCA method was able to remove 
calcifications the best (89.2%), then similarly the ICRA method (85.1%) while  AVA 
only 43%. 
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Figure 11 Calcification removal (from left: RCA – full calcification removal; ICRA – imperfect 
calcification removal; AVA – failure of the removal process) 
 
Figure 12 Detail of differences between RCA (middle) and ICRA (right) calcification removal (left: 
contrast enhanced image slice) 
According to visual assessment, the RCA method was able to remove reliably 
calcifications that became a part of arteries and preserve lumens where calcifications 
surrounded arteries completely. Figure 12 shows the differences between the 
calcification removal by RCA and ICRA method. For this criterion, the inter-observer 
agreement κ was 0.68 (with standard error = 0.007). 
Preserving of main arteries 
Misregistrations causing wrong removal of bone structures are related to the unwanted 
removal of adjacent parts of main arteries due to the imperfect bone registration. This 
removal or on the other hand the success of preserving the main arteries was evaluated 
by utilizing the 3D measure tool included in the EBW (Figure 15). There were 
measured the missing parts of the following arteries: popliteal, anterior Tibial (ATA), 
posterior Tibial (ATP) and peroneal (Afib) arteries. 
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Figure 13 Example of the vessel extraction (from left: RCA – ICRA - AVA) 
 
 
Figure 14 Example of the vessel extraction (from left: RCA – ICRA - AVA) 
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Figure 15 Preserving of main arteries (from left: RCA – ICRA - AVA) 
The registration based methods (ICRA and RCA) are able to remove bone structures 
more properly (Figure 13, Figure 14) as followed from the bones removal evaluation. 
Both the RCA and the ICRA methods showed significant improvement in preserving 
the main arteries. Both methods did not remove any section of the main arteries whereas 
the AVA falsely removed sections of the mean length 179.45±151.14mm of main 
arteries in 62 subjects with the maximum 873.1mm in one subject. The regions where 
the AVA failed mostly were the Fibula-Tibia region and the region of metatarsal bones. 
ICRA and RCA did not falsely remove any arterial section adjacent to their neighboring 
bones even in the most complex areas of the lower leg (the ankle and metatarsal bones). 
The sections with significant degree of calcifications or the sections with 
complicated thin blood vessel tree were not included to the statistical evaluation. These 
parts were excluded from the statistical evaluation because of its difficulty and 
subjectiveness. The inter-observer agreement represented by the correlation coefficient 
r was 0.91. 
Preserving of thin blood vessels 
To complete the evaluation process, the visibility of thin blood vessels of 1
st
-3
rd
 
sub-branch classes was measured. Due to the high contrast of bones and calcifications 
and the limited amount of contrast media reaching these vessels, the visibility of thin 
blood vessels is generally low. Only very precise alignment of all structures inside the 
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image can ensure the best visibility of thin vessels. Areas without thin blood vessels in 
all subtractions were excluded from the statistical evaluation. Thin blood vessels were 
evaluated in 360° of different views. Both, the ICRA and the RCA, showed comparable 
results in this criterion and provided visibly better results than the AVA. The difference 
in the noise distribution was seen in comparison of RCA and ICRA methods. Since the 
ICRA method uses the sub-pixel registration by optical flow-based algorithm, the 
visibility of thin blood vessels was in some cases better. Nevertheless the presence of 
noise was not the subject of the evaluation and thus this fact is not included in statistics. 
 
Figure 16 Visibility of thin blood vessels (from left: RCA – ICRA - AVA) 
Results below (Table 1) show the mean ± STD values of the visibility of thin 
blood vessels, obtained as follows: for each individual subject and region, the method 
with best visibility was set up to 100%, and the other methods were compared relatively 
to it. The inter-observer variability r was 0.86 in this criterion. 
Table 1 Visibility of thin blood vessels 
ROI 
Philips AVA ICRA RCA 
Mean ± STD [%] Mean ± STD [%] Mean ± STD [%] 
knee 77.1 ± 30.6 96.8 ± 17.1 99.0 ± 4.0 
fibula - tibia 71.1 ± 30.7 96.4 ± 17.1 98.6 ± 5.3 
ankle 46.4 ± 36.2 95.9 ± 19.9 98.7 ± 10.4 
metatarsal bones 45.7 ± 35.6 88.6 ± 31.0 98.9 ± 10.6 
3.3.1 Implementation aspects 
The ICRA registration core was completely implemented in MATLAB 
environment. The RCA registration core was used as implemented block under the BSD 
license in the Elastix - a toolbox for rigid and non-rigid registration of images [49]. 
Parallelized version of the program was tested on a workstation with Intel i7 CPU (2.80 
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GHz), 8GB of RAM. The Philips AVA bone removal process took around 6 minutes for 
each subject; nevertheless, the computation times of RCA and ICRA methods using 8 
CPU threads were approximately 15 minutes and 50 minutes per subject, respectively. 
3.4 Conclusion and discussion 
Proposed registration cores together with the new way of pre-processing presented 
by Peter [115] enable better visibility of thin blood vessels. This concept also ensures 
precise bone removal, calcification removal and better continuity of main blood vessels. 
In this project, two different image registration cores, RCA and ICRA, were 
implemented as alternatives. The performance of methods in the final software was 
tested on the dataset consisting of 78 human subjects. The commercial Advanced Vessel 
Analysis package (AVA) on the Extended Philips Brilliance Workspace (EBW) was 
considered as the reference clinical method for the CTA of lower legs. Results of all the 
three tested methods were evaluated visually and further statistically. Visual evaluation 
processes utilized the Maximum intensity projection (MIP) technique and Volume 
rendering on the EBW. 
The ICRA method which can be considered as an initial methodology step was 
developed independently on the RCA method. Lately the ICRA method was replaced by 
more complex and modern RCA method which integrated all earlier image registration 
approaches together inside the Elastix software.  
According to the experimental results and statistical evaluations, both the RCA 
and ICRA registration cores are comparable and showed significant improvement in 
extraction of blood vessel tree compared to AVA. The RCA registration core has shown 
slightly better registration adaptability than the ICRA as the variability of tested 
subjects is concerned, and it has proven to be the most effective on average in all the 
evaluation criteria. The inter-observer variability has shown very good agreement 
among all evaluators in all tested criteria. Additional optimization and implementation 
of the preprocessing part into C++ may reduce the processing time so that this 
application may be then considered reasonable for direct clinical use. 
The results of this project were published in literature [116], [116], [117], [118], 
[119], [121].
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4 AGING – PROJECT 2 
In this work, we propose a new approach for 3D registration of MR fractional 
anisotropy images (FA) with T1-weighted anatomy images (T1) of human brain. It is 
demonstrated that, for this registration task, the currently used mutual information based 
parametric registration can be replaced by more reliable and faster local template 
matching utilizing the normalized cross-correlation similarity measure. From the 
clinical point of view, accurate coregistration of T1 and FA images allows precise 
detection of nerve fibers that is essential in neuroscience. To show the suitability of the 
proposed method, it was compared with the normalized mutual information based B-
Spline registration provided by the Elastix software library, considered a reference 
method. We also propose a general framework for the evaluation of robustness and 
reliability of any FA-T1 registration algorithm. Both tested algorithms were applied to a 
dataset taken from 74 healthy subjects. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Analysis of brain function and its structure at different levels and scales is an 
important though challenging issue in neuroscience [63], [64], especially in clinical 
neuroimaging. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers acquisitions based on 
different scan protocols to acquire individually unique and complementary information 
about the imaged tissue. Fusion of such data provides complex information about the 
structure and function of a human brain. The current research deals with accurate and 
time-efficient multimodal intra-subject MRI registration of high-resolution T1-weighted 
images of anatomy with low-resolution diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data that 
provides fractional anisotropy (FA) images, containing information about the tissue 
microarchitecture. Precise spatial alignment of these image data is necessary for 
applications, especially in areas such as brain connectivity research [74], [88], 
preoperative surgical planning [73] and imaging genetics [68], [70]. Precise FA-T1 
registration is essential also in the studies of cognitive aging for early recognition of 
biomarkers describing normal and abnormal degenerations, i.e. Alzheimer [88] and 
dementia [89]. 
The DTI is an MRI acquisition technique based on detection of direction and 
degree of water diffusion in the brain [64], [66]. It allows evaluation of myelinated 
nerve fibers contributing to anisotropic water diffusion in white matter of the brain and 
the spinal cord. Further visualization is possible by a fiber tracking technique [67]. In 
order to describe the position of myelinated nerve fibers within a region of interest in 
the brain, it is necessary to complement the DTI FA image by additional information 
about the corresponding anatomical structure of the brain [59], [64]. Then, precise 3D 
FA-T1 registration is necessary, which allows further reliable statistical evaluation of 
spatial relations between FA values and anatomy, as needed particularly in case of 
longitudinal studies of cognitive aging. 
Both data sets, T1 and FA, must be preprocessed to suppress acquisition artifacts 
and to ensure identical geometrical image properties such as resolution and voxel size. 
Initial spatial alignment of FA and T1 data is usually based on a global rigid or affine 
geometric transforms [59], [64], followed by a 3D deformable registration method. Li 
and Verma [75] proposed multimodal feature based image registration using Gabor 
wavelet transform to create an image collection suitable for multichannel image 
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analysis. Walimuni et al. [65] used the nonlinear image registration tool (FNIRT, 
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fnirt/) utilizing Gauss-Newton optimization to quantify 
tissue micro structural integrity. Jahanshad et al. [72] presented a study of brain 
asymmetry using a fluid registration technique of DTI, T1 and T2 MRI data. Other 
relevant publications to the problem can be found in [69], [70], [71], as well as in the 
form of software packages such as ITK [76] and Elastix [49] that are commonly used 
for image registration. 
Although both FA and T1 brain image scans are usually obtained within one MR 
session, a global affine transform as provided from FMRIB Software Library (FSL [87]) 
or FreeSurfer does not ensure precise alignment of local areas in the brain. It is due to 
geometric distortions, and therefore a nonlinear registration approach is needed. Since 
the registration of FA and T1 image data is a bimodal registration problem, the 
normalized mutual information (NMI) seems to be the optimal similarity criterion. 
However, our approach is based on the verified hypothesis of monotonous intensity 
dependence between the corresponding two image data sets, which enables using an 
intensity based similarity criterion. In this thesis, a registration approach based on a 
combination of local template matching and normalized cross-correlation criterion [2] is 
proposed. Computations of correlation via the Fourier transform domain and 
parallelization allowed a significant reduction in the computational time. The proposed 
method is then compared to the B-spline registration based on normalized mutual 
information (NMI), as implemented in the Elastix software (http://elastix.isi.uu.nl), 
serving here as the reference method. For evaluation of the performance, a general 
framework based on inverse consistency error (ICE) [77], checkerboard visualization 
and Nerve fibers intersection (NFI) are suggested and used. 
4.2 Materials and methods 
4.2.1 Image data acquisition 
The used datasets consist of 3D high-resolution magnetic resonance (MR) T1 
weighted images (acquisition matrix: 256×256×124) and low-resolution DTI based FA 
images (128×128×26) from 74 elderly people that participated in a longitudinal study of 
“Cognitive Aging” [78], [79]. The MR imaging protocol that has been used in this study 
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is described in Table 2. The multimodal MR acquisitions were performed on a 1.5 T GE 
Sigma Echospeed Scanner (MR laboratory, Haraldsplass Deaconess Hospital, Bergen) 
using a standard 8-channel head coil. The participants were instructed to lie still with 
their eyes closed in the scanner during the MRI examination. 
Table 2 MR imaging protocol 
 Series Pulse sequence parameters 
1 Localizer 2D 
TR/TE = 7.8[ms]/1.7[ms]/30[o]; voxel: 1.0 1.0 5.0 [mm3]; 3 
images 
2 Sag T1 3D FSPGR IR prepped TR/TE/TI/FA = 9.45/2.41/450/7; voxel: 0.94 0.94 1.40; 124 
3 Sag T1 3D FSPGR IR prepped [same as 3 to improve SNR for FreeSurfer segmentation] 
4 Ax DTI, EP SE, 26 slices 
TR/TE/FA = 3840/84.9/90; 25 b=1000, 5 b=0; vx: 
0.94 0.94 4.0; 780 
4.2.2 Preprocessing 
The DTI data consist of 30 diffusion-weighted (DWI) volumes containing 25 
diffusion sensitive (b = 1000) directions and 5 baselines (b = 0) images without 
diffusion sensitization (acquisition matrix: 128×128×26). Eddy current distortions of the 
DWI images caused by local magnetic fields were suppressed by a tool (eddy correct) 
included in the FSL package [76]. The eigen decomposition of the DTI recordings using 
the Diffusion Toolkit package [86] enabled estimation of the diffusion tensor and 
determination of the voxel-wise FA using the general formula (50). 
    
                              
     
    
    
  
   (50) 
where     determines the mean diffusivity and1-3 are principal eigenvectors of the 
diffusion tensor. The skull stripping in FA images (Figure 17) was performed by the 
FreeSurfer v.5.0.0, a software library developed at Martinos Center for Biomedical 
Imaging [60], [61], [62]. 
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Figure 17 Preprocessing of DTI data (left: original FA image, right: segmentation of FA data) 
The anatomical MRI T1-weighted data were geometrically interpolated from their 
native space (0.94×0.94×1.4 mm) into an isotropic space (1.0×1.0×1.0 mm) and 
preprocessed by Freesurfer. The preprocessing included skull removal, intensity 
normalization and labeling of regions of interest. 
 
Figure 18 Preprocessing of MRI T1-weighted image data (left: original T1w image, right: skull strip) 
4.2.3 Derivation of a displacement vector field using FFT 
The T1 and FA images were registered by designed template matching (TM) 
algorithm which was locally utilized to provide the respective displacement field [90] 
describing the generic mutual deformation. This algorithm was combined with the 
normalized cross-correlation criterion to seek the maximum of mutual correlation 
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between the intensity patterns of compared image regions. The main idea of this method 
is to find the local displacement which ensures the highest similarity between the 
template mp ( k l  pixels) extracted from a moving (to be registered) image M, and a 
neighborhood fp ( lk  ) extracted from a fixed image F (Figure 2). 
Although the overall computation time is linearly dependent on the number of 
nodes [82] in the disparity grid, the grid has to be dense enough to describe the 
displacement field reliably. Our displacement field is based on a uniformly sampled 
grid, where the optimal density of the grid and distribution of its nodes is set 
accordingly to the structure inside the images (Table 3). According to the chosen 
sampling factor, the disparities can be determined with either pixel or sub-pixel 
accuracy. The computation can be speeded up by computation via Fourier space and 
using parallel computing. Impulse-like noise might be present in the resulting 
displacement field u due to individual falsely found correspondences in homogenous 
areas without sufficient texture. The displacement field u was therefore filtered by peak 
and valley filter [58] to suppress the impulse noise and regularized by a Gaussian filter 
to ensure a global smoothing effect. In order to provide continuous displacement field 
for all image points, the displacements were interpolated linearly between the nodes of 
the used grid. Using the local optimization and the Gaussian filter, a globally nonlinear 
regular deformation is obtained [77]. Such a model can be described as Gaussian 
filtered displacement analysis. 
The non-parametric registration providing the estimation of displacement field is 
usually solved by an accurate finite difference scheme [4]; however, alternative faster 
Gaussian filter scheme provides satisfactory results as well [4], [85], [77]. The 
convergence of template matching method is dependent on the deformation 
extensiveness between images. In case that the local deformations may be locally 
considered as shifts and the neighborhood is large enough, the template matching 
algorithm [90] in combination with the Gaussian filter [83] is convergent. 
Table 3 Parameters of template matching registration 
Parameter Value 
Grid Spacing 6 x 6 x 6 
Mask 5 x 5 x 5 
Extent 11 x 11 x 11 
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4.2.4 Elastix registration 
The performance of the above proposed registration method was compared with 
multi-resolution B-Spline registration with the NMI similarity measure implemented in 
the free-access Elastix software. The registration parameters were chosen according to 
the Elastix web database with certain changes suited to the characteristics of FA – T1 
data (Table 4). The grid spacing was chosen according to the expected local 
deformations of structures in the FA images. Different combinations of parameters 
mentioned in Table 4 were tested in order to achieve the best registration results. The 
experimentally found optimal setting is mentioned in this table. 
Table 4 Parameters of Elastix registration 
Parameter Value 
Optimizer AdaptiveStochasticGradientDescent 
Metric Normalized Mutual Information 
FinalGridSpacingInPhysicalUnits 30 x 30 x 30 
NumberOfResolutions 3 
MaximumNumberOfIterations 500 
4.2.5 Approaches to the evaluation of FA-T1 registration 
The evaluation of the presented multimodal registration approach is a demanding 
and challenging task. Here, an evaluation scheme based on three different methods is 
considered to provide a good overview on the quality of any FA-T1 registration 
algorithm. The scheme consists of: (i) a formal numerical evaluation of consistency and 
robustness called inverse consistency error (ICE) [77], (ii) a subjective evaluation by 
checkerboard images, a visual method based on observer’s experience, (iii) the Nerve 
fibers intersection method focused on white matter regions. 
Inverse consistency error (ICE) 
The reliability and robustness of the registration methods were compared by ICE 
method (chapter 2.1.1.3). The ICE values from each subject were analyzed by Wilcoxon 
rank sum test and two-sample t-test afterwards. The null hypothesis, that the ICE data 
are independent samples from different continuous distributions and thus there exist 
differences between the methods, was proved. 
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Checkerboard classification method 
Since the ICE value presents only the reliability and robustness of the registration 
method as defined mathematically, a differently based parameter evaluating the visual 
aspects of the registration is essential. Visual evaluation by checkerboard presents a 
combination of the registered and target image, where the continuity of edges crossing 
the border of the images is assessed. There were more than thousand layers tested 
within the seven regions in details. The regions of interest (ROI) were specified 
according to the main brain lobes (frontal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital lobe, temporal 
lobe, edge of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and midbrain). Each of these regions in relevant 
slices was classified by an expert into one of five groups: 1 – all borders in the region 
are continuous, 2 – most of the borders are continuous, 3 – half numbers of borders are 
continuous, 4 – most of the borders are not continuous, 5 – none of borders is 
continuous. 
 
Figure 19 Example of evaluation (left: mark 1, middle: mark 3, right: mark 5) 
Nerve fibers intersection (NFI) 
As a third criterion, a new method that evaluates the reliability of fitting the nerve 
fibers represented by FA values into the white matter (WM) region is suggested. 
The criterion has been implemented in two forms: as visual evaluation and as 
automatic assessment; both approaches were compared. This criterion has been used 
within four regions of interest: frontal, parietal, temporal and CSF edge. 
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Evaluated images are created as a composition of original FA data and the 
boundary line (red color) of the WM obtained from T1 anatomy data. The thought of 
this criterion comes from the fact that majority of the nerve fibers are present in WM 
region whereas the adjacent tissue (Gray matter) does not contain it. The visual 
evaluation utilizes a qualitative classification based comparison of both registration 
algorithms for each of the above defined WM regions. For this purpose, five classes 
were defined: 1 – all nerve fibers are in the WM region, 2 – rare misalignments in the 
lateral brain regions (about 90% correctly registered), 3 – rare misalignments also in the 
main brain regions, 4 – moderate misalignments in the whole brain, 5 – significant 
misalignments in the whole brain. This evaluation was performed uniformly for each 
brain region. 
The automatic approach evaluating the intersection of the nerve fibers and the 
WM region is based on the fact that the myelinated nerve fibers are represented by 
significantly higher intensities in the FA image. A higher intensity values thus indicate 
better fitting registration in each of the WM regions. Therefore, the normalized sum of 
intensity values within each of the WM regions (51) is calculated. Both methods were 
also compared by this criterion. 
        
 
 
        
   
 (51) 
 
Figure 20 Examples of NFI evaluation method (WM segmentation signed by red line, left: good fit in 
frontal lobe, middle: good fit in CSF lobe, right: fail in Genu of corpus callosum part) 
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4.3 Experimental Results 
Both registration methods were tested on the dataset containing 74 subjects. The 
whole data set was tested using the ICE criterion. Seventeen randomly chosen subjects 
were evaluated also by the two other criteria. Selected regions (frontal lobe, parietal 
lobe, temporal lobe, CSF, occipital lobe and midbrain) were evaluated by the 
checkerboard method and the first four regions also by the NFI method. The suggested 
TM registration method worked reasonably for all subjects, while the reference method 
(Elastix) failed completely for three subjects (ICE ~ 8.0). The results based on 
individual comparison criteria are in detail described below.  
Evaluation by the Inverse consistency error (ICE) 
Three basic statistical parameters from the ICE test were computed for all 74 
subjects (Table 5). All the determined parameters proved to be better for the TM 
algorithm. The most significant parameter of the registration quality is considered to be 
the mean ICE value [77]. 
Table 5 ICE values from Template matching and Elastix registrations 
 
Template Matching Elastix 
Mean Max STD Mean Max STD 
Average 1.812 7.022 1.424 2.175 8.173 3.160 
Regarding the similarity criteria, the tested registration methods are different. 
However, the statistical results of two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test and two sample t-
tests on the mean ICE values with 0.05 alpha level proved that template matching 
algorithm together with normalized cross-correlation criterion is a reliable method for 
the registration of FA and T1 images. This can be explained by the mentioned positively 
monotonous dependence of the intensities between both FA and T1 modalities. 
Evaluation by the Checkerboard classification method 
The average and standard deviation values representing the visual evaluation of 
the edge continuities within the checkerboard image are described in the Table 6. The 
differences between both evaluated registration methods are significant mainly in the 
CSF and Midbrain regions, while in the remaining regions the registration quality can 
be considered comparable. 
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Figure 21 Subdivision of the corpus callosum into genu, anterior body, posterior body, isthmus, and 
splenium (downloaded from [80]). 
Table 6 Average mean and STD values marked edge continuity 
 
Frontal Lobe Parietal Lobe CSF edge 
TM Elastix TM Elastix TM Elastix 
Average mean 1.224 1.398 1.127 1.205 1.354 1.973 
Average STD 0.096 0.156 0.114 0.146 0.206 0.602 
 
Occipital Lobe Temporal Lobe Midbrain 
TM Elastix TM Elastix TM Elastix 
Average mean 1.088 1.164 1.114 1.248 1.161 1.915 
Average STD 0.117 0.145 0.122 0.355 0.213 0.712 
Three examples based on checkerboard method are shown below.  
 
Figure 22 Example of edge continuity showed by checkerboard technique (left: affine registration, 
middle: affine and elastix registration, right: affine and TM registration) 
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Figure 23 Example of edge continuity showed by checkerboard technique (left: affine registration, 
middle: affine and elastix registration, right: affine and TM registration) 
 
Figure 24 Example of edge continuity showed by checkerboard technique (left: affine registration, 
middle: affine and elastix registration, right: affine and TM registration) 
Nerve fibers intersection (NFI) 
Significant differences in the reliability of both tested registration algorithms were 
observed in the regions splenium of corpus callosum and genu of corpus callosum, 
when evaluated by the NFI criterion. These regions are considered the main parts of 
WM and thus critical places for brain connectivity determination [81]. The Elastix 
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method failed more frequently (in about 67%) than TM (only about 40%) in these 
regions. Also, in the frontal lobe region, especially in its upper part, the TM registration 
has shown a higher reliability (47% failure versus 87%). The TM registration as well as 
the Elastix method have led to slight misalignments in some of the peripheral parts of 
the frontal lobe and parietal lobe. Both methods have shown comparable registering 
efficiency in the remaining regions of WM as seen in Figure 25, Figure 26 and Figure 
27. 
 
Figure 25 Examples of NFI evaluation for all registration methods (first and second group of images are 
focus on CSF region, the last group is focus on frontal lobe) 
 
Figure 26 Examples of NFI evaluation for all registration methods (first and second group of images are 
focus on CSF region, the last group is focus on frontal lobe) 
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Figure 27 Examples of NFI evaluation for all registration methods (first and second group of images are 
focus on CSF region, the last group is focus on frontal lobe) 
Mathematically, the NFI method can be evaluated by normalized sum of 
intensities inside the WM region. The higher value means better matching of nerve 
fibers to the WM region. Optimally, all the nerve fibers should be present in WM 
region. The average and standard deviation values (Table 7) determine this success. 
Table 7 below shows the substantial better fit for TM method. The same results were 
confirmed by visual evaluation. 
Table 7 Sum of intensity values inside the WM region 
 TM Elastix 
Average 0.285 0.221 
STD 0.022 0.019 
4.3.1 Implementation aspects 
Both registration algorithms were tested on the same high-performance 
computational cluster – 14×2.5GHz CPU, 50GB RAM; of which 8 parallel threads were 
used. The Elastix is programmed in C++, while the TM registration algorithm, utilizing 
the computations via spectral domain, was implemented in MATLAB environment. The 
computation time necessary to determine the final displacement field was approximately 
80 seconds per subject for both methods. However, the TM algorithm offers still a great 
possibility of a further acceleration by more massive parallelization and perhaps even 
compilation into a lower-level language. Theoretically, the number of threads can be 
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equal to the number of defined nodes in the image. Thus there is still a potential for 
substantial further speed-up, particularly when implemented on a GPU [83]. The last 
version of the parallel MATLAB toolbox (2011a) supports up to 16 simultaneously 
working threads, thus potentially offers the reduction in computation time by the factor 
of two. The Elastix utilizes parallelization in principle as well. However, the tested 
configuration did not support the parallel processing. 
The TM algorithm, in general, can use any similarity criterion, but in order to 
keep the computation time as low as possible, the criteria convertible to the Fourier 
space are preferable. This leads to the use of correlation based criteria; among them, the 
correlation coefficient is insensitive to linear contrast transforms and has proved, in 
experiments, robust even to nonlinear monotonous non-decreasing intensity 
dependencies [2]. 
4.4 Conclusion and discussion 
In this project, I have proposed an intra-subject registration method of MR 
fractional anisotropy images (FA) and T1-weighted anatomy images (T1) of healthy 
human brain. The newly applied registration procedure using TM registration based on 
the normalized cross-correlation similarity criterion was compared with the standard 
multimodal NMI based registration provided by the Elastix software, considered the 
reference method. The monotonous though nonlinear dependency of intensities between 
FA and T1 images was confirmed, and consequently, the normalized cross correlation 
criterion was successfully implemented in the TM algorithm, calculated via spectral 
domain. 
Precise evaluation of registration accuracy and robustness is generally difficult for 
multimodal images and when done manually, it is dependent on previous evaluator’s 
knowledge and experience. According to publications mentioned in the introduction 
[69], [70], [71], the FA and T1 images were so far registered by using either the ITK 
library or the Elastix. However, their authors did not evaluate quantitatively either the 
accuracy or the robustness of the spatial alignment. The methodology is proposed for a 
more quantitative evaluation, by both automatic and visual criteria. The checkerboard 
method provides a good subjective overview of misalignments within the whole image 
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by evaluation of edge discontinuities. The numerical and visual evaluation of the NFI 
criterion has proved to be a valuable method to evaluate the relative presence of nerve 
fibers inside the white matter, showing the degree of alignment. The ICE criterion, 
based on forward and backward determination of the displacement fields, evaluates the 
robustness of the registration algorithms even more formally. 
Both algorithms were tested on the dataset consisting of 74 healthy elderly 
subjects. The registration results were visually compared for a selected group of 17 
patients, for seven separated brain regions. The TM algorithm has shown better 
robustness and reliability at the boarder of CSF region and surrounding tissues, and 
inside the frontal lobe and midbrain regions. The registration calculated by the Elastix 
based on B-Splines provides slightly better match in some peripheral parts of frontal 
and parietal lobes. The validity of NFI criterion was confirmed by the checkerboard 
method. Significant differences between both registration methods were found at the 
edge of the CSF region. Since this region represents very important area for brain 
connectivity detection, precise registration is essential here. According to all three tested 
criteria, the TM algorithm provided better local alignment and registration stability than 
Elastix method. Therefore, the TM method can be considered suitable fast and robust 
approach to registration of FA image and the corresponding T1 image. The main 
advantage of this registration method is the possibility to spatially align local changes 
precisely in detail. Although the peripheral brain regions are very complicated, the 
chosen configuration of the TM algorithm showed reasonably reliable and better results 
than Elastix in all our experiments. 
Although the proposed registration method provided very good spatial alignment 
of FA and T1 images, further development may still be considered. So far, the TM 
algorithm is based on user-defined equidistant grid spacing, and also mask and searched 
neighborhood sizes; this rigid setting can be suboptimal in some cases. The grid of 
nodes carrying displacements, which is thus regular so far, may be changed to an 
adaptive one with spatially uneven distribution; this might improve the computational 
speed as well as the quality of registration in detailed areas. The displacement field can 
also be calculated using a multilevel (pyramidal) approach as in [11], where both the 
neighborhoods and masks are ever smaller on a next level; this could further improve 
the reliability of registration. Further, spatially variable adaptive form of Gaussian 
filtering to be applied to the derived displacement field could improve the accuracy 
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particularly in peripheral brain regions. Also, detection of rotation based on a cylindrical 
phase correlation method [84] might lead to improving the quality in peripheral brain 
regions. These modifications that would possibly result in both higher reliability of local 
displacements and better details in the displacement field, will be subject of further 
research. 
The methods and results of this project were published in [122], [123]. 
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5 SPINE – PROJECT 3 
Metastases in human spine represent the third most extensive place where the 
metastatic tissue is formed. Since the spine metastatic disease is widening, the 
quantitative assessment leading to better knowledge about its structure and progression 
is essential. In this project, an automatic classification method detecting the spine tumor 
candidates in the 3D CT data, where the sought lesions are barely visible, is proposed. 
An approach based on Bayesian classification utilizing Markov random fields is 
introduced. The proposed method was tested on the available datasets (114 vertebrae) to 
determine the position and size of metastatic candidates and was found to work 
relatively accurately and reliably. The robustness of the tested method was specified by 
the coefficients of specificity and sensitivity, determined on dataset classified manually 
by a medical expert.  
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5.1 Introduction 
Metastatic bone tumor in the spine is currently a widespread problem affecting 
many people over the world. The spine is the third most common site for cancer cells to 
form metastases, following the lung and the liver. The most common primary tumors 
metastasizing into the spine are the breast, lung, and renal / prostate tumors, thyroid 
melanoma, myeloma, lymphoma and colorectal cancer [91]. Approximately 60-70% of 
patients with systemic cancer will have spinal metastasis. These tumors causing pain, 
paralysis, sensory loss, and/or loss of bowel or bladder control. The early detection 
helps to diagnose this disease and to set up the respective treatment. Knowledge of the 
precise position and volume of tumors and even risk areas is also essential in scoring 
systems for surgical planning [91]. Choosing the right treatment of metastatic spinal 
tumors is often difficult, and depends on many factors. Georgy [91] presented a review 
about the current state of the art for treating symptomatic spinal fractures associated 
with malignant lesions and also presented potential future trends in treatments for this 
patient population. Study of metastatic spine changes is also indispensable. Choi et al. 
[91] presented the review of metastatic spine tumor classification and indications for 
surgery. He mentioned many tumor scoring systems and their impact on the surgical 
planning. Spine tumors are usually detected by CT or MRI examination yielding 
different characterization of tissue [93]. The MR imaging is considered the most 
sensitive tool allowing assessment of the degree of compression, epidural extension, 
paraspinal extension, presence of other lesions, and vascularity. The CT provides 
excellent skeletal detail and permits evaluation of the vertebral-body bony architecture, 
and allows assessment of the posterior cortex and pedicles. Classification and 
measurement of tumor, including the tumor growth and aggressiveness, and its degree 
of spread provide the essential information for the operation choice [91], [93]. 
Evaluation of tumor temporal changes requires time series of scans, ideally with 
the same scanning parameters (unfortunately not a commonplace in clinical 
environment). To ensure correct and precise evaluation, the accurate vertebrae 
segmentation and its rigid registration is needed. This registration compensates for 
possibly different vertebrae positions in consecutive scans. For details about the 
vertebrae segmentation and image registration process applied in this project, refer to 
the dissertation of R. Peter [115]. This part of the present dissertation concentrates on 
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the texture analysis used for the detection, segmentation and classification of the 
metastases. 
The detection of metastases in bones still belongs among generally unsolved 
problems thus attracting the scientific interest. Although there exist many segmentation 
and texture analysis methods, a method for reliable spine tumor detection is still 
missing. The aim of this project is to find a reliable classification method for different 
types of metastases occurring in the spine. Since the project deals with the metastases in 
the wide range of tumor phases, these algorithms cannot be limited by the size and 
shape of the tumors. There exist several published papers dealing with problems of 
spine tumor segmentation and classification, e.g. [94], [95], [96]. Yao et al. [94] 
proposed a method for spine metastasis classification based on 26 features taking into 
account the location, shape and density of tissue. Support Vector Machines trained on a 
ground truth database were used as classifiers. The method was tested on a thoracic and 
lumbar spine. Authors mentioned some false detection, which occurred due to the 
partial volume artifact, basi-vertebral vein and the gap between vertebra and rib. 
Hardisty et al. [95], [96] presented a classification method based on local histogram 
evaluation. The histograms of separated vertebrae are compared with the histogram 
model based on the data from 32 healthy patients. The algorithm was tested on a dataset 
containing 11 metastatically affected vertebrae. Author mentioned that the method is 
limited by the minimum size of the tumor (4×4×4 voxels), thus the method is not 
appropriate for the important initial-phase tumor detection. This classification can be 
unsuccessful in a vertebra with a small tumor due to not enough significant change of 
the histogram envelope. 
In this project, the classification method used for segmentation and classification 
of osteolytic (hypo-dense) and osteoblastic (hyper-dense) metastases within the spine is 
proposed. In osteolytic metastases, the cancer cells dissolve some minerals in the bone, 
making the bone structure weaker (Figure 28 - left). This fact is presented as darker 
holes inside the CT image. Osteoblastic metastases cause an area of the bone to appear 
denser or sclerotic (Figure 28 - right). 
The presented method utilizes the intensity dissimilarities of different kinds of 
metastases to classify the above mentioned metastases. This method deals with Markov 
Random Fields model used in Bayesian classification framework. The results of the 
method in the datasets are visually and numerically compared with manually evaluated 
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lesions assessed by medical experts at the oncological institute (IRST) in Meldola 
(Italy). The statistical evaluation enabled the computation of sensitivity and specificity 
for both types of the detected metastases. 
5.2 Materials and Methods 
Evaluation of temporal development of changes occurring within the spine plays a 
very important role in tumor studies. The process of evaluation of the metastases in time 
consists of the following steps: (i) segmentation of individual vertebrae, (ii) registration 
of corresponding vertebrae in the following scans of the time series, (iii) tissue 
classification, and (iv) measurement of metastases development. 
The segmentation of individual vertebrae from the spine scan was initially 
provided off-line by another specialized Phillips research group in Hamburg, Germany 
by their software. As this did not fully meet the requirements needed for the sub-sequent 
analysis, particularly as it only worked reliably with healthy, non-distorted vertebrae, 
the segmentation process has been developed independently and is now fully covered 
by the Philips Research team, Brno. The segmentation method, based on suitable 
models (step i) and the second step concerning the image registration algorithms are 
described in R. Peter [115]. The following part of the dissertation thesis describes the 
methodology for detection, segmentation and classification of spine metastases. 
5.2.1 Image data acquisition 
The input data were acquired as series of standard DICOM® files containing 17 
acquisitions in high-resolution 3D CT (acquisition matrix: 768×768, ~2500 slices). The 
data set was provided by the CT scanner Brilliance iCT (Philips Healthcare, The 
Netherlands) in Osteo-Oncology Center, Istituto Romagnolo Scientifico per lo Studio e 
la Cura dei Tumori (IRST), Meldola, Italy. Two initial acquisitions (contrast-agent free) 
were scanned with the protocol according to the Table 8. 
The other acquisitions were acquired with the protocol mentioned in the Table 9. 
Since this second dataset was acquired with different settings; seven acquisitions as 
contrast enhanced data and eight acquisitions without contrast agent; the comparison of 
different phases was therefore impossible and is not included in this dissertation thesis. 
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The presented part of the project introduces only the proposition of the classification 
method. 
Table 8 Table of scanning parameters from the first group of data 
Parameter Value 
Resolution 768×768; ~2500 
Slice Thickness [mm] 0.67 
Anode Voltage [kV] 140 
Spacing between slices [mm] 0.335 
X-ray Tube Current [mA] 281 
Exposure [mGy] 400 
Pixel Spacing [mm] 0.50 
Table 9 Table of scanning parameters from the second group of data 
Parameter Value 
Resolution 768   768   ~2500 
Slice Thickness [mm] 0.67 
Anode Voltage [kV] 140 
Spacing between slices [mm] 0.335 
X-ray Tube Current [mA] 232 
Exposure [mGy] 400 
Pixel Spacing [mm] 0.65 
5.2.2 Preprocessing 
The needed preprocessing of CT spine data consists of vertebrae segmentation, 
intensity normalization and image registration. The segmentation process includes the 
segmentation of individual vertebrae and subdivision of each one into vertebral 
pedicles, vertebral body and spinal cord. The segmentation and classification phases 
have been solved simultaneously and thus the tested dataset do not contain all 
acquisitions mentioned in Peter [115]. The following algorithms work with the data set 
normalized to the intensity range 0 to 255. In the frame of the initial study the trabecular 
center of the vertebral body was used for classification. 
5.2.3 Classification of metastases 
In this project, two main types of metastases characterized as osteolytic (bone-
destroying) and osteoblastic (bone-depositing) are classified (Figure 31) [94].  
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The lack of distinct texture inside lesions in the CT spine data makes the process 
of metastases classification difficult. In the project, several texture analysis methods 
were tested, as follows:  
(i) co-occurrence matrices with Haralick features [100], 
(ii) run length coding [2], 
(iii) Fourier based methods [2] and 
(iv) Local Binary Patterns [110], 
with the purpose of finding the features suitable to distinguish the metastatic tissue 
[124]. However, none of these methods showed results usable as features relevant to the 
specific problems. Therefore, only local mean intensities could have been so far 
considered for the given purpose. Verified presence of local mean intensity differences 
within the metastatic tissues with respect to the surrounding healthy tissue has led to 
using the classification model based on Bayesian distribution combined with Markov 
random field (MRF) approach. It is known that this model has a low dependency on the 
presence of noise inside the image [104], [107]. 
 
Figure 28 Example of osteolytic (left) and osteoblastic (right) metastases  
(metastases marked by the white arrows) 
5.2.3.1 Determination of mean tumor intensity 
In the initial stage of tumors segmentation, the statistical distribution of the 
intensities in the healthy and metastatic areas had to be analyzed, as needed by the 
proposed method. With respect to the large variability between intensities in different 
vertebrae presented by Hardisty [96], the mean intensity value should be generated 
individually for each vertebra. This process plays crucial role in tumor detection and 
therefore it has to be done very precisely. 
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The proposed classification method utilizes the Gauss distribution to determine 
the expected distribution of intensities for both type of metastases and healthy tissue. 
The Gaussian model can be described as: 
                   
    
  
 
 
    (46) 
where ar denotes the amplitude, r denotes the mean value and r the standard 
deviation. The mentioned symbol r is hereafter assigned to the parameters describing 
the approximation of the studied histogram (Figure 29). 
 
Figure 29 Approximation of the normalized histogram by Gaussian curve (anatomy - Figure 30) 
 
Figure 30 Change of the histogram envelope for different volume of metastases (based on Figure 29) 
As mentioned in chapter 2.2.1 the proposed method utilizes a-prior knowledge 
about the intensity distribution of each class. These distributions are represented by 
parameters of Gauss function that have to be properly determined. 
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In the proposed method, the determination of  values (standard deviation) for 
each mentioned classes are set up experimentally with the aim to obtain the best 
classification results. This initial permanent adjustment decreases the complexity of 
classification model and simplifies the parameter adjustment. The mean intensity values 
for hypo-dense and hyper-dense metastases are based on parameters of two Gaussian 
curves (Figure 30): 
(i) the average mean intensity value inside the healthy trabecular tissue h (blue 
line in Figure 30), 
(ii) mean and standard deviation (r, r) of Gaussian curve (46) approximating 
the mode of the normalized histogram envelope (Figure 29, red line in 
Figure 30). This mode corresponds to the intensity distribution of both 
healthy and/or tumorous tissues. These parameters of Gaussian function are 
established by the nonlinear least squares data fitting method as 
implemented in MATLAB optimization toolbox. 
The parameter h determining the average mean intensity value of healthy tissue 
inside the vertebra is obtained for several identical vertebrae of the same type by 
averaging the results of the same approximation method, separately for contrast-
enhanced and non-contrasted data. These values are obtained from our dataset 
(separately for each vertebrae), without considering tumorous tissue as defined by 
preliminary approximate manual classification (Table 10 and Table 11). 
Table 10 Mean intensity values of healthy tissue for determined number of vertebra (non-CE data) 
Cervical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8     
h 81 81 81 81 80 80 79 79     
Thoracic 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
h 78 78 77.5 77.5 77 77 76.5 76.5 76.5 76.5 76 76 
Lumbar 21 22 23 24 25        
h 76 76 75.5 75.5 75.5        
Table 11 Mean intensity values of healthy tissue for determined number of vertebra (CE data) 
Cervical  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8     
h 84 84 84 84 83 83 82 82     
Thoracic 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
h 81 81 80.5 80.5 80.5 80.5 80 80 80 80 79.5 79.5 
Lumbar 21 22 23 24 25        
h 79.5 79.5 79 79 79        
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Having the above mentioned parameters, the hypo-dense and hyper dense mean 
intensity for any vertebra may be established. To properly establish these mean 
intensities it is necessary to determinate the dependencies of known Gaussian 
parameters on these values. According to the observations two parameters; (i) the sigma 
parameter of histogram approximation and (ii) the difference between the mean values 
of Gaussian curves (Figure 30); influence the estimation of the hypo-dense and hyper 
dense mean intensity. 
The experimentally defined equation to find the hypo-dense mean intensity value 
is written as follows: 
- Confidential data - 
 There was found a dependency of hypo-dense and hyper-dense mean intensity 
values on sigma parameter for both types of CT data. This dependency can be described 
by the following rules: 
- Confidential data - 
The other dependency was found between the distance xx = r - h) and the 
mean intensity values of both metastases. This can be described by the fact that 
numerous metastatic tissue inside the vertebra leads to lower (in case of hyper-dense 
metastases) or higher (hypo-dense metastases) mean intensity value with respect to r 
(see Figure 30). 
Consider the following idea (Figure 30 – right side): (i) mean value of Gauss 
function (red line) increased because of the metastases formation, (ii) it would be wrong 
to consider that the mean intensity values of metastatic tissue are based only on r 
parameter because this parameter was not changed substantially → prove of this 
incorrect thought can be seen in the Figure 29 and Figure 30, (iii) the distance x > 0 
(images in the right side) leads to the expectation of more hyper-dense metastases inside 
the vertebra and thus: 
- mean intensity value for hyper-dense tissue should be decreased (higher 
assumption) 
- mean intensity value for hypo-dense tissue should be decreased (lower 
assumption). 
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The adjustment of coefficients  for hypo-dense and  for hyper-dense metastases 
determines importance and direction of this dependency. 
- Confidential data - 
5.2.4 Detection, segmentation and classification of metastases 
In the following part of the project, a high potential method for tumor 
segmentation and classification is presented. The efficiency of chosen approach was 
tested and evaluated in the chapter 5.3. 
5.2.4.1 Analysis utilizing Markov Random Fields 
As we mentioned in the chapter 2.2.1, this type of classification method utilizes 
optimization of a merit function (48) based on Bayesian approach to classify a tissue 
into one of the determined classes. The distribution of the class-indicating labels for 
individual voxels is optimized iteratively. The voxels are classified according to their 
intensities and their neighboring labels. This is conditioned by restrictions of the MRF 
model. The most difficult problem is the appropriate adjustment of the method´s 
parameters. This algorithm is adjusted to classify 3 different types of tissue: 
(i) osteolytic (hypo-dense) metastases, 
(ii) healthy tissue, and  
(iii) osteoblastic (hyper-dense) metastases.  
The mean and standard deviation parameters of the Gauss functions (function 
P(L) in equation (44)) are described in the chapter above. The standard deviation 
parameters utilized to define the intensity distribution of each class were set up 
experimentally. The parameters hypo and hyper are determined according to the chapter 
5.2.3.1. The mean value parameter for healthy tissue is taken from the Gaussian 
approximation of healthy tissue intensities mentioned in the same chapter 5.2.3.1. 
Parameters of the merit function (beta, clique number and normalization constant Tp) 
and the MMD optimization method (starting temperature T, maximal temperature Tmax 
and the temperature trend K) are also mentioned in this Table. 
- Confidential data - 
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The initial labels are assigned to the input data according to the diagram below 
with the aim to decrease the required number of iterations. 
 
Figure 31 Curves showing the distribution of initial labels (I - osteolytic, II - healthy and III - 
osteoblastic) 
The parameters of the merit function mentioned in the table above have the 
following effects:  affects the class homogeneity of the region (higher  value 
indicates more homogenous region), the constant Tp serves as a normalization constant 
and the clique number defines the way of voxels´ connections or either MRF energy 
(45). Setting to 1 means that MRF energy depends on 8 closest neighbors. The 
parameters (T, Tmax,  and K) for the MMD optimization method (2.1.1.5) were set up 
experimentally. The maximum number of iterations was set up as a compromise 
between the classification reliability and computational speed to 26. 
- Confidential data - 
Bayesian classification utilizing the MRF approach allows the tissue classification 
independently on the extent of the metastases, which is very important for the overall 
tumor detection process. Most of the parameters of the algorithms had to be tuned 
experimentally and set up according to the results from the experimental data sets that 
were visually evaluated by the mentioned medical expert. 
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5.3 Experimental results 
The results of the presented segmentation method were evaluated visually by a 
medical expert (radiologist) and consequently the coefficients of sensitivity and 
specificity were determined, within the frame of the preliminary study. These values are 
considered the basic statistical indicators of reliability and robustness of the algorithm. 
Due to the lack of a larger database, not initially available for classification, the method 
is currently further tested on 114 vertebrae data of those delivered recently. 
The lack of the “ground truth” database in the initial phase of the project required 
a creation of a user-friendly program suited for medical specialists to indicate a correct 
“manual” classification. This program (interface page in Figure 32) allows manual 
classification of metastatic tissue in the 2D slices based on visual evaluation, and the 
necessary manipulation (zoom, pan) and various labeling. Although this manual 
evaluation process is very time consuming, it was necessary to create this type of 
database to correctly adjust the algorithms of automatic analysis. 
 
Figure 32 Graphical user interface easing generation of ground truth database 
Examples of results from the above mentioned automatic classification method 
are shown in the following images (Figure 33 - Figure 35). 
The algorithm was tested on 114 vertebral bodies (Table 12). Only the vertebrae 
with the reliable segmentation of vertebral body were chosen for our evaluation to 
ensure correct reproducibility of results. 
Table 12 Number of vertebrae used for evaluation process 
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  CE non - CE sum 
Cervical 12 7 19 
Thoracic 36 35 71 
Lumbar 12 12 24 
The pedicles parts were not classified yet because of the difficult segmentation of 
cortical bone affecting the process of classification (mentioned in Peter [115]). The 
proposed algorithm was able to classify metastases of various sizes; from 5 voxels up to 
many hundreds of voxels (see figures below). The classified metastases were colored as: 
blue color assigned for osteolytic metastases and red color for osteoblastic ones. 
 
Figure 33 Example of osteolytic tumor segmented by MRF based classification method (left: manual 
classification; middle: MRF classification; right: original segmented data) 
 
 
Figure 34 Example of osteoblastic tumor segmented by MRF based classification method (left: manual 
classification; middle: MRF classification; right: original segmented data) 
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Figure 35 Example of both types of tumors segmented by MRF based classification method (left: manual 
classification; middle: MRF classification; right: original segmented data) 
The evaluation of sensitivity and specificity of the automatic analysis was 
computed separately for both types of metastases. For the hypo-dense metastases the 
sensitivity was 55.7% and specificity 91.4%. The sensitivity and specificity for hyper-
dense metastases were 63.5% and 95.1%, respectively. The following failures of the 
proposed algorithm were seen: (i) healthy tissue with lower intensities – classified as 
osteolytic metastases, (ii) wrong removal of cortical bone – classified as osteoblastic 
metastases (Figure 36), (iii) wrong removal of vertebral disc – classified as osteolytic 
metastases (Figure 37), and (iv) small inaccuracies compared to manual classification 
(Figure 38). Considering the reliability of visual evaluation the method was declared, by 
the medical experts, satisfactory for classification of osteolytic and osteoblastic 
metastases within the spine. 
 
Figure 36 Example of wrong classification of cortical bone (left: manual classification; middle: MRF 
classification; right: original segmented data) 
 
Figure 37 Example of wrong classification of vertebral disc (left: manual classification; middle: MRF 
classification; right: original segmented data) 
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Figure 38 Example of small inaccuracies in manual classification (left: original data; right: manual 
classification) 
5.4 Conclusion and discussion 
In this part of the dissertation thesis, the method detecting and classifying 
metastatic lesions inside the vertebrae was designed, implemented and tested. The 
proposed classification method is based on the Bayesian approach utilizing Markov 
Random Fields. This method enables reasonably precise delimitation of osteolytic and 
osteoblastic metastases and their subsequent measurement without any prior limitations 
on size, shape or location. 
According to the experimental results the classification method produces results in 
delineation of osteoblastic and osteolytic metastases that can be considered satisfactory 
with respect to the known fuzziness and uncertainty of visual classifications by medical 
experts. The Bayesian approach has provided reasonably reliable classification ability. 
Since this project is continuing, the more extensive ground truth database is under 
development in cooperation with Meldola institute. 
The basic statistical evaluation of the used algorithms in terms of the sensitivity 
and specificity was computed. The specificity equal to 55.7% and sensitivity 91.4% for 
hypo-dense metastases; 63.5% and 95.1% for hyper-dense metastases, respectively, 
were determined. This was claimed satisfactory by the cooperating medical experts. The 
formulation of the implemented analytic methodology, the first results of the analysis 
and the auxiliary software for manual medical evaluation have been presented in [124], 
[125]. 
A higher classification reliability that may lead to even more precise diagnoses 
might be reached by two improvements. Firstly, the sigma parameter of each class can 
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be adaptable considering the vertebrae properties. Secondly, fusing results from this and 
other methods of intensity / texture analysis into feature vectors that would be 
subsequently classified by a learning classifier. However, this is again conditioned by 
the existence of the mentioned wide database, to be used as the learning set. Thus this 
extension will be subject of a future research. The project, of which this dissertation was 
a part, finally aims at the maximally precise (in the limits given by the fuzziness of the 
problem) delimitation and classification of tumors within time-series of CT spine data. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
In this dissertation thesis, three projects concerning the area of image fusion were 
introduced. In each project, the methodology solving the related specific problems was 
proposed, implemented and tested, and the results were compared to the contemporary 
reference standard and evaluated by medical experts. 
In the first project concerning the CT computed angiography, the main problem 
consists in precise 3D registration of image data depicting complex mixture of soft and 
rigid tissues thus requiring an elaborated mixture of registration approaches. Two 
registration cores improving extraction of the blood vessel tree preventing artifacts 
(missing vessel parts, invisibility of details) in CT subtraction angiography were 
proposed. The main methodological contribution can be seen in the reliable and very 
accurate combination of rigid and non-rigid registration methods utilized for registration 
of the different tissue areas. Both core methods were compared to the reference 
commercial angiographic reconstruction algorithm implemented on the Philips EBW 
station and both proved better in all four evaluation criteria. 
The second project concerns with the 3D multimodal registration of FA - T1 brain 
MRI data. The aim of the project was to find a reliable registration algorithm improving 
the results of current approaches. Utilizing the local Template Matching combined with 
the normalized cross-correlation we developed this method and showed it suitable for 
this registration task and simultaneously proved the correlation dependency between the 
datasets. Our method was compared with the previously published and so far routinely 
used method using B-Spline Mutual information based registration, visually and 
numerically. The registration precision improvement and robustness of our algorithm 
have been proven on the dataset consisting of 75 subjects. 
The third project deals with a so far unsolved problem of the automatic 
classification of tumors inside the metastatic involved vertebrae. Besides the 
preprocessing part consisting of the spine segmentation and separating individual 
vertebrae, there is a difficult problem of detection and evaluation of barely visible 
lesions in the bony tissue. In this thesis, an initial study is performed, describing a 
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designed classification method based on Bayesian approach utilizing Markov random 
fields. The results provided by this method were compared with the limited manually 
made database forming the ground truth, numerically and visually. The classification 
method has been proven reasonably reliable and robust, taking into account the 
fuzziness of the problem.
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